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Midwestern Friends of the Pleistocene . .9th Annual Field Conference.... . 

I 

East-Central North Dakota - May 11-18; lS58
 

Sponsored by Morth Dakota Geological Survey
 
.: 

Introduction 
by 

-Wilson M. Laird, State Geologist and 
Miller Hansen, Assistant State Geologist 

It is a pleasure-to welcome the Friends of the Pleistocene to North Dakota 

for your 9th Annual Meeting. We wish to thank the State Survey Staff and all those 

who have helped to make arrangements for the field trip and especially to those who 

have contributed papers for the gUidebook. Among these are Morris M. Leighton, 

John A. Elson, Roger Colton, and D. R. Moir. Richard Lemke in particular has 

contributed several papers, and also wrote a large portion of the road log. ·We hope 

that the meetings and the trip will contain something of special interest to each one 

of you. 

I

• 

There are only a few areas known in North Dakota where tills can be 

differentiated by age, and for this reason the attention of the conference will be 

directed chiefly to the general distribution of drift sheets and associated glacial 

lakes. The ext~nt of the last lobes of ice as shown by the land forms they created 

will be emphasized, as well as directions of ice movement and differentiation of the 

several ice lobes •. 

Due to the low relief many land forms are not easy to p1ck out on the ground. 

Washboard moraines for example are difficult to see on the ground but can be seen 

distinctly on aerial photographs. Photographs have been used extensively by Colton 

and Lemke in glacial mapping in Montana and North Dakota. 



Route of Field Conference' 
=.;:.;:.::;....=;.;:...:.~;.=...:..;;:;=;=..

As can be seen .from the maps the general 'route of the' field trip is from Grand 

Forks to Minot via highway 2, and fromMin'~tbackto Grand Forks via HighvJaV 52, 
' .. ..' "

county roads and Highways 7 and 81. In the pocket of your guide book there is a 

North Dakota highway map and the route o~ *e f!eld tI:ip is shown on Plate 2 in the 

pocket. Plate 1 in the pocket shows a portion of the route on a larger scale • 
..:-·i~:': J: . 

. The first day of thet:ip ,we will travel about 245 miles • Part of the time there 
... 

will be many glacial feature,s within a few tellths of a mile and then there will be. 

distances of several miles ove{ relatively featureless groundmoreine •. Due to the, 

fact that.,we have to do mQst of our travelling on main highways,wewUl not ,see some 

of the best.exposures.' With that ~h~ght 1nm1Qd,the road log has been,expal)ded to . 

provide Informat~on pnsome of the featUI'es that vie will not see. A4ditional papers " 

in the gUl~e book also help in th1.s ~espect. ',: 

During the filst day we will cross many of the beaches of Lake Agassiz,and 

our first stop will be at a stream cut in glacial till about twenty miles west of· Grand 

Forks in the Tu..-tle River State Park. After leaving the old lake bed we wilfpass 
-; . ~. .,;,... ":' 

through areas of end moraines and grounc! moraine before reaching. the outcrops 1n ' 

the Devils Lake area where till overlies Pierre Shale. 
. , 

Our lunch stop has been chosen off the high,-:ey in a wooded area containing
. . 

many kettle holes. Washbo~rd m~raines and old shore lines of Devils Lake are' the . 

next features to be seen, .followed by till and recessiorlal mor~ine of the Leeds .lobe • 

Farther west we will cross the old lake bedof glacial Lake Souris,"\1.tha~soc1ated 
,.- .. 

kames and,consp~cuous dunes as well as numerous outwash chanr.els cut in ground 

moraine. 

Our first stop on the second day wUI be at the southeast outskirts of Minot 

to inspect t11l of the Souris lobe after which we will see some rather well developed 

2. 



•• 

terraces along the Souris river which contain comparatively large deposits of gravel 
" ~ ·t· r' , • 

for this area. Along the river we will ~lso··see landslide topogranhy I ka'Tle terraces, 

diversion channels, kame~,. and an o~tc~op of the Cannonball marine formation of the 

Fort Union group (Paleocene). 

The next prominent feature is the .Max moraine - a vast complex of end 
•.. 

moraines which as you can see from the state geologic map I arcs across North Dakota 

from the northwest corner to the south ce~.tral part of the state. 
' .... 

The linear drumlins are unu.~.ual in their length and regularity and we think 

you will find them thought provokin~ and wo~h close observance. 

The rest of our return trip to Grand Forks will be across moraines, outwash 

channels, terraces, eskers, and finally back to the Lake Agassiz beaches which are 

much less distinct than those about 30 miles to the north which we saw on the first 

day of the trip •• 
We want to mention the material that you will find in the pocket of your guide

book. There is a glacial map (Plate 1) of North Centr~l North Dakota which takes 1n 

the areas of the Souris R1ver loop and Devils Lake by R. W. Lemke. Plate 2 is a 

portion of a glacial map of North Dakota by Roger Colton and R. W. Lemke on which 

the route of the field trip is shown. The western portion of the route is also shown 
, . . . 

on Plate 1. R. W. Lemke also contributed his relief map of the Voltaire quadrangle 

and a paper on the linear drumlins in the Velva area. John Elson I s paper on Lake 

Agassiz and the Mankato-Valders problem is also to be found in the pocket, along 

with a North Dakota highway map contributed by the State Highway Department and 

the North Dakota Geological Survey geologic map of North Dakota. 

3.
 



CONVOY SAfETY,
!"a .' . i.~<i ' ,#; t . 

The lead car in' ~Ur convoy is ~arke:d with a large number 1 on the 
' .. 

trunk lid. Please do not pass the lead car. Please try to maintain about 

100 yards betweenwhi~i~s. 'we' will 'us'1:iallY be travellfng slower than 

other traffic and a>100 -~~. interval will permit' othei Cars' -to' pa~s • It is 

to our advantaget~' ~void piling up traffic within or behiild our convoy. The 

last car in our group is' marked with a red flag on the radio aerial. The driver 

will maintain his ~S'ition iD last pl~ce and is 'rea'dyto'ht¥li> you if you' have 
:~.; . .... -.... ; ~, '.:. -. " .... 
car trouble of any kind • . . 

. : /"': ~ ••• ~! ' .' " ~'- ~- ; '.' ..'-~ .. ' ........
 

." ": 

" . 
, "BOAD,LOG MILEAG~S 

. ; "/ .. .... ~ . ..' 

In checktilg~iieag~ betwee'n 'poirii~' we hava 'i1bied that our-cars 
. . .~ )'.: .. . ...~ '." .' . . .:-.; - -. :. . '-;. .' ~ .' '.- .' . . .' 

record from .15 to .S mUes more than aciualmUeage avera measured tert' 

mile course. Mo;tcars should ch~~kthel1~ted mileages'betWeen'points 
. ; . .' , ~ .. -~ ~ -' '{ .:.. : - ,,. ." -•. ' . '". 

Within • 1 of amile.' eXeept"~rllaps'for distances exce~ding 10 ~iles. ' 

: .
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ROAD LOG 

~lID WESTERN FRIENDS OF THE PLE:XSTOCENE F'IELD TRIP .. 

Mileage '. "I :'" 

.' 
0 Assemble on Columbia Road between 2nd Ave. North and University 

_. 
Avenue, with cars heading north.•
 

075
 

.75
 Highway No. 2 turn west (left) ° 

1.00 

1.75	 Railroad crossing. 'Proceed westward across floor of Lake Agassiz. 

See papers in gUidebook by Leighton and Elson on La:ke A9as siz • 

~1.30	 '. 
.',' 

3.05	 Lake ,Agas-siz sUt.tn road ditch .to north. 

5.60 

8.65 '. ~., Bridge 0, ,Til}: o':!ta-optp ·notth..1n ,coul~e. 

3.70 
.j-. 

12.35	 Kelly Sloughalkall. flat. 

.70 

13 ..05 Leave .• Kelly Sl,ough.
 

l.lO
 
. .. ," 

14.75	 Road to Emerado to left. .Keep.~on Highway No. Z.
".. . . ' 

. . I.60	 ., .. ' '. ~ 

15.35	 Emerado Beach. Elevation 9.00 feet. Sand and gravel pits to south. 

.40
 

15.7S Railroad crossing.
 
.. 

2.45 

! 18.20	 Hillsboro beach. Elevation 930 feet. Note the g~dual1ncreasein 

beach elevations to the west. 
5. 



.25
 

18.45 

18.95 

19.15 

19.45 

19.80 

20.35 

20.75 

21.40 

22.10 

. 50 

•20 

.40 

.35 

.55 

.40 

.65 

.70 

Second 'Hillsboro beach• 

Blanchard beech. Elevation 940 feet. 

-,tt ' • 

Second Blanchard beach. Elevation 950 feet. 

Third Blanchard beach. Elevation 960 feet. 

Road to Gilby~. 

McCauleyv1l1e beach.' Note meander scar. Elevation 980 feet. 

Campbell beach, elevation 1000 feet.·, Gravelpits to north. 

.' Ii 

Entrance to 'furtle River Park. Turn north (right) ,; 

Stop i1 in parking area. Cut in glacial till nearpicnic ground. Note
 

oxidized zone and laminated till near top. This section was measured
 

in JUly,· 1957. . . .
 

Top soU (leaohed) 2' 0 II
 

Sub soll-san.dy(partiallY leached) 2···· 6n·
 

Sand, brown, medium grained 2' 9"
 

Clay till, with pebbles of lime

.~stone, shale, granite, and .
 

metamorphic rocks. Till is in
 
alternating layers of brown and
 
gray about I' thick. 4EVO" "
 

55' 3" 
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. 65 

22.75 

.10 

22.85 

•30 

23.15 

•40 

23.55 

•60 

24.15 

.45 

24.60 

.GO 

25.20 

1. 70 

26.90 

.25 

27.15 

-

.50 
! 

27.65 

Climb to the top and walk to other side of the hill. Note meander 

scar on plain below • 

Turtle R1 ver bridge. 

McCauleyvllle beach• 

Campbell beach, note old gravel pits • 

Junction with Park Road going west near caretakers house. Note 

second Campbell beach 10' higher than other one • 

Highway 42 tum west 
, , 

(right) • 

Cross Turtle River. 

" 

Boulders. Water cut ground moraine. 

Boulders. 

" 

Tintah beach. Elevation 1050 feet. Note the boulders along the 

beach ridge. This is the approximate outer margin of an ice lobe that 

advanced from the northeast; margin marked in places by the Edinbur(] 

moraine (see paper II Summary of Pleistocene Geology of North Dakota") • 

Edge of Elk Valley delta. 

1. 



.40 

28.05 Norcross beach. Very sandy. Elevation 1080 feet. 

.20 

28.25 Turtle R1ver bridge. 

.30 

28.55 Upper Norcross beach. Elevation 1090 feet. 

.95 

29.50 Lowest Herman beach. 
" ' 

Approaching road junction, keep to right on Highway #2. 

1.1 .', 
" 

" 

30.60 Lowest Herman beach I indistinct. 

.50 

31.10 Recrossing lowest Herman ,~each·. 

1.15 

32.25 Note terrace on 'rurtle River OJ 
1 , .. .. 

•80 
. ~/~." ' ... 

33.05 Crossing lowest Her~~n'b~ach, thlftJ.. time. 
.',". J .• " 

.90 

33.,95 Middle Herman beach. 
'-.:\' . 

•50 

34.45 Middle Herman beach. 
. • J." 

'-l . _ ."..... 
. L :I' 

Note cross bedding. Stop #2 10 minutes. 

No more rest .stops for 80 miles'. 
.. .... ~.' :.; ,: : • '. (. L 

1. 7S 

36.20 Railroad crossing • 

•95 

31.15 Town of McCanna to east (right). 
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2.50 

39.65 

2.20 

41.85 

1.50 

43.35 

1.7 

45.05 

3.50 

48.55 

•90 

49.45 

7.7 

57.15 

ll.l 

68.25 

7.8 

76.05 

Probable highest Herman beach elevation about 1150 feet. Leaving 

. Lake AgBSSiz and proceeding on ground moraine characterized by 

swell and swale topography, youthful topography with unintegrated, 

drainage .. :This drift was deposited by ice that ad vanced from a 

generally northwest direction. 

Channel in till trending east to;Turtle River. : " 

Approaching indistinct end mora~ne trending north-south. Probably 

equal to Fergus ,Falls moraine of Upham.. 

Niagara corners. 

Good till outcrop to right. Chiefly C;'Z'ound moraine from here to .'I?~y1ls 

Lake. The indistinct arcu~~e washboar4 !Doraines, be.st se~n on aerial . 

photos indicate that the Leeds lobe retreated to the northeast • 

.... ·~l;.::_.::. .~ 

Overpass, Petersburg ahead on right. 

Entering town of Michigan. 

Approaching town of Lakota. ; .:. 

Stratified ice contact deposit. Kame or es·ker on left side of road. .- .. 

9. 



78.50 

83.25 

86.40 

87.65 

89.45 

92.40 . 

95.00 

95.40 

95.80 

98.25 

100.35 

2.45 

Road north (right) to Doyon. From the vicinity of Doyon and for some 

distance west, topography lsmore end morainic in character. 

4.75 

. Road to north to Craty. From here west route can be- followed on 
II< 

.. ' . 

Plate 1 in pocket. 

3.15 

Small end ~oralne trending north and northwest. 

1.25 

View to SQuthwest(left) of Devils Heart Butte and other hills of 

glacial material blanketed over bedrock highs. 

1.80 

Unevenly crested esker; contains poorly sorted sand, gravel, laminated 

sUt, and tUI. 

2.95 ... 
View of east· Bay of 'Devils Lake to south. 

2.60 

Road right to DevUs't~ke, keep on U. S. Highway 41:2. 

.40 .,,.... 
i' 

Turn south (left) on Route i51. 

.40 

Old shore line of Devils Lake. See summary of papers on Devils Lake 

area in gUidebook. 

2.45 

t : . Old. shore Une behind. houses on west. 
• ~ J";." : .. 

2.10 

Route 20 turns east. Proceed south on route i57 • 
10. 
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.70
 

101.05 Pole showing various lake levels.. ...-'.; ~ , 

1870 - 1438' 1910 - 1420' 
1880 - 14SS' 1940 - 1402' 
1890 -:1~Z5' .. :1950 ~ 1415' 

'.: .:' : j :.,', 

2.00'. . ..... 

103.05 Concrete sectional Culvert Co. cement block & pipe plant. 

1.00 

104.05 Cut on south side of road. Till overlying Pierre shale gravel. 

.70 -.! .' 

104.75 Stop #'3. Outcrop of Pierre shale overlain by till. 

Top - Stony p)ay:~.ill conta1n1n9;'.~.~~~ limestc;me 
and granite pebbles, and a few boulders. 47' 

Pierre shale·. ~ 
~ .:,,~.; ..," ;~.'./ .~'.:~ 

'; > 
67' 

Near the top Is a small slump searp. No leached zones were found 

in the till • 

. 10 

105.45 :: ,. ; 

.60 

106.05 

.70 

106.75 

.90 

107.65 

1.80 

109.45 

Good outcrop of till. Pierre snale in road cut. 

t.: :~. ~ .t.." '.' .. ". - .. 

Good outcrop of Plerre shale and Pierre derlved gravel. 

"J ••: :: -'-. ,... • 

Road left to Ft. Totten, keep on highway 57. 

Start TokiO (?) end moraine. 

.' ~ 
<' . 
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110.65 

111.05 

111.90 

113.55 

114.10 

115.10 

116.00 

116.50 

117.20 

121.15 

121.85 

123.10 

I,f. •• 

1.20 

Turn south (left) on gravel road. 

. I #

.40 
.\' 

Stop *4 - Lunch stop. Sharply 'crested morainic "ridges and steep 

sided ket~le holes of North Viking moraine. 20 minute stop • 

•85 

Kettle hola. to south. 

1.65 

Turn north (right). 

.55 

Kettle hole (?) or undram~d depress1onto wesf. 
.'~:.-.J.! -;." -~. : ::"':.~~ff..,, .. ~ . 

1.00 

Route *57 tum west (left) • 

.;...90' 

Kettle hole on north. 

.50 

Gravel pits ionorth probably' outwash, consisting <:h1efly of Piene " 
..... '. 

Sba1e. 
• ":.1 ," .• 

.\ '...• ~ :.-.•70 

.. .' , .~. . .. ! 
, ;: .3.95 

Lallie to west. Keep right (north) on *281. 

.70 

Kame to west about 1/2 mUe. 

1.25 

Several arcuate washboard moraines. 

12.
 



1.15
 

124.25	 Washboard moraines arc~~t~ to ~ortheast washboard moraines lnd1

cating retreat of this part of the Leeds lobe to northeast. One of a 

series of several such moraines present -in this area. 

•	 .50 

124.15	 Round Lake to west • - Part of glacial distributary. -

.70 
. '" . 

125.45	 Kame moraine to west • 

•55 

126.00 Old shore line of Devils Lake to northeast (right). Elevation 1453'. 
,. 

J , 

1.60 
, 

121.60	 Entering Minnewaukan.


.80 
- .. 

128.40	 Old shoi~ 11~~ of Devils Lake. Elevation 1453'.-. 

1.80 

130.20 Note' shore line (Elevation 14531
) to left near red barn. We are 

1.50 
. ' .. ~ . 

131.10 - Jun~t1on with route 119. - Continue' north. Indistinct 't-Brinsmade' 

132.10 

1.00 

mora'~~e to east in lake a~d t~ '~est  for many mUes • 
. ", .. . . . . ~ r· . . 

Lake sediments of Devils Lake in road ditch to the east. 
; ...... 

.40 

; 
133.10 Hiqhlevel (1453 1 

) shoreltne of Devils Lake • 

exposed in roadout. 

Till of Leeds 'lo~ 

1.10 
; . ~ 'j' ; .. , 

134.80	 Railroad crossing. 
13. 



1.55 

136.35	 Road to Brinsmade to the west. 
:,"\.', .,':" .. 

2.00 , . 
j 

138.35	 Indistinct washboard moraines of Leeds lobe. These moraines, whlcr, 

can be seen more clearly on aerial photographs, are mostly arcuate 

to the northeast and lndic~te recession of the Leeds 10be in that 
. '.. .' .."..	 . ". 

' .. 
direction in this area. (s~e paper on "Narrow linear drumlin near 

Velva, North Dakota" for ~.iscussion of wachboard moraines and 

related features as indicators of direction of ice movement.) 

4.40 
,; ~. .',' 

~ ... 

142.75	 Junction with Highway No.2. Turn west. 'We are travelling on ground 

moraine of Leeds lobe. 

10.20 

152.95	 East l1ID.1tof town of Leeds ~ .No,te on Plate 1 (in pocket) that
.' 

north 
.. " ~ ,.". ". :~."":"'.	 • '::'1";: ~. :. '.i '~_ .~.,...':' ..-' -,-, .' .. 

of Leeds there are linear drumlins that trend southwest and also 

numerous washpoard mora~nes that ar~ arcuate to the northeast. 
• ..~....... - '", '., ••• ,:. .". • < • • .'"-~ ," : \,.' _:. - • •
 

These features indicate that ~e ice o~ the Leeds lobe in this area 
, .' ~ . ~ .... ~ :\: . 

ad vanced from the northeast and retreated in the same direction. 

These features are too indis~inct to be seen from the highway and 
-, .~ .t.,.:.. .:" . ....~ 't' . '. ."	 • 

can best be seen	 on aerial photographs. 
. . " . .'. .. ~. ' ... 

6.55 

159.50	 East l1m1t ofYork. 
~.,•..: ,.....-",' . 

1.70 
. , 

161.20	 Approximate proximal edge of a relatlvely small recessional moraine 
': ~ • r' '~	 '.:.' " --' ~.... :.. .. ~.- . . .'" . .. _. , .. 

of the Leeds lobe (see Plate 1 in pocket) • 

1.25 

162.45 Distal edge of the recessional moraine. 



2.40
 

164.85	 Proximal edga of a narrow sharply define~ recessional moraine of the 

. . Leeds lo~e • 

•55., , 

165.40	 Distal edge of .the recessional moraine. 
1 <If,-'

',":. 

•25 
~.. " 

165.65	 Knox•.. 

2.50 

168.15	 ProJ¢n~l. ~ge of teI'minal moraine of the Leeds lobe. 
. . .... : . .~. ,,~ . 

•80 

168.95	 Kame to the south (not shown on Plate 1). The kame consists chiefly 

of sand and. fine gravel. Granitic and gneissic rock types are mos't 
. :.-. .'	 . 

abundant followed by oafbonate rocks. There are some shale chips 
" . . ~ ." . . . . ..' ". 

but no lignite	 ch1ps. 

1.50 

110.45	 . Ap~rox1m~te distal edgeo! terminal moraineo! Leeds lo!:>e. In this 

area and to the no:-th and northeast it is difficult to separate the drift 

of the Leeds lobe from that of the Souris R1ver lobe. Separation is 

ma4e. mostly on the basis of the orientation of the. arcuate washboard 
•.- .::: t· 

moraines and of. the linear drumlins and on the basis of the slight 
. . ..." :"il;, '< .•.. ~::.:." . 

difference 1n composition o,~ the till of the two lobes., The washboard 

moraines of the	 Leeds lobe in this area are mostly arcuate to the north

east and the trend of the linear drumlins is to the so~thwest. The till·
-.' . ....	 ., 

of the Leeds lobe 1s clayey and contains numerous chips of Pierre 

shale I but few lignite chips. The washboard moraines of the Sou:is 

River lobe, on the other hand, are. mostly arcuate to the northwest and 
. . ;. ". . . 

15. 



the linear drumlins trend southeast indicating that the ice of that 
;. : .. . 
• . II '. . .. . •. )-.. ...... I 

"lobe: advanceci' 'from the 'northwest 'and' receded 1)ack:'in the same 

direction. The till of the Souris River lobe contains' only a few shale 

chips but contains numerous chips of lignite derived from the::Fort 

Union formation' owr 'whibh the glaeter'passed'. 

Northeast of the area we are now rid1ng over there was apparently 

some overlapping of the deposits of the teeds and Souris River lobes 

as indicated by the conflicting pattern of washboard moraines and 

linear drumlins (see ,piate' '1 in pOcket) • Thus the boundaries of the ' 

two lobes as shown on the map are somewhat arbitrary. 

'.80" , ; 

171.25 BrokeriBoneLakes~ Outcrop of Fox Hills 'sandstone (1). This out

crop 'ofbedro~k is foUnd in 'a 'narrow ~trtPpresUDi~blY 'lying between 

the terminal moraines of the Leeds !obeandtheend moraines of the 

Souris River lobe where only a small amount of drift has been'deposited .. 

Eisewh~E;-lri this area'~th~' drift co\iefln most places exce.eds 100 feet • 

•25 ..... . 

171.50 Approximate distai edge of end 'moraiile of Souris River lobe. The 

proximal edge' of this mOraine fs not well defined and grades 

'imperceptib1yto:the:westinto"sweU and swale topography of the 

" .... 

5.10 ~ .. .~ .... ; 

.. " .. 
111.20 .Crest of small discontinuous' recessiona'l"mor'aine'of the Souris River 

lobe.' 

3 ..45 

180.65 Rugby. ' Montunenfmarklng geographical center of ~orth America. 
, . 

QM.STOP 
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5.20
 

lOS. as 

6.00 

191.85 

•60 

192.45 

7.50 

199.95 

5.00 

.204.95 

• 

... 

Road: to Tunb ridge. 

. "; 

East. shot"eline of glacial lake Souris. Note flat topography of the 

lake bottom' to' northwest. Most· of the next 40 miles will be on the 

lake floor. For glacial history of the lake refer to paper on ·f Glacial 

history of the ·Souris River area, NbrthDakota.' • 

BerWIck. 

.. 

Towner. 

... .~ 

Souris River. The Souris River flows into the United States from 

Canada about 60 inUes northwest of Minot. Thence, it flows south

east nearly to VelVa where "it bends northeastward and then northward 

to again enter Oarlada ab~ut 60:ni11~s.northeast of Minot in the 
. :. r-,. :';',' 

vicinity of Westhope. Its ·wate~s;'firiiilly empty.into Hudson Bay. The 
•• ", ,. .1, .!;. ',.~ . . 

Souris River and·Us tributary thaRiv1er~des:Lacs were cut in Pleisto

cene time and wer~ ice ~~ginal strea·ni~.:to as far downstream as 

Verendrye during recession of the Souris River lobe. In the vicinity 

of Verendryethe ,meltwaters'of the Soins River during deglaoiation.. , .' 

of the Souris River lobe drained into glacial Lake Souris. 'It was on.l.y 

during the final drainage of the lake: northward ·and sUbsequently. that 

the· sEtgment .of the r1ver downstream' frOiit vef~ndrye' came into existence. 

This accounts for' the lack of" well~ef1Iied·~·alleY'walls in the lake area 
•
 

in contrast to the river being entrenched in a valley 100 to 150 feet 

below the upland in the segment upstream from Verendrye. 
17. 



206.85
 

207.50 

208.00 

208.• 20 

1.90 

Ice contact deposit (not shown on Plate 1) l~id down in the lakS. 

Tbis deposit was probably laid dovnl in shallow waters of the take. 

and spread out by wave act.on as a nearly flat-topped north trend1l1g 
.,. 

. . ridge that is 5 to. 15 feet high, less than a mUe long and 1/4 toile 
,-. 

wide. The deposit consists chiefly of fine gravel and sand but also 

contains medium size gra vel and cobbles • 

. 65 

Beginning of dune area (not shown on Plate 1). These dunes are 

most prevalent in the southern part of the bed of glacial Lake Souris. 

Individual dune groups range in areal extent from small patches a' few 

hundred yards long to large tracts s~veral mUes long and 1 to 2 miles 

wide. Each dune group conslstsof closely spaced or partly coalesced 
"\. .: -. " 

individual dunes. Both individual dunes and dune groups are elongate 

in a northwested'y direction. Indlv1d:ual dunes range in height from .. 
barely perceptible rises to features as much as 50 feet high. The 

dunes, the"~materialof.which was derived from the floor of glacial 
.'. ", 

Lake SoUris", probably began to form soon after the lake drained. Most 

are now fairly stable but are slowly migrating southeast • 

•50 

Higher'dunes to the north about 1/2'·mlle. 

.20 

"Blowout" area. Source of some of the dune material. Most of the 

"blowout'l, Etreas are confined tosanclsize matenal fi:'llm toward the 

westerri-"shorel1ne of glacial LClke Souris. 

J •••• 
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1.30
 

209.50 

.: 

.20 
: 

209.70 

•8 

210.50 

2.95 

213.45 

,"	 , 4.20 

217.65 

4.15 
rI 

Kames to the north. ' These were deposltedln. tnta l~~e but were not 

completely submerged • 

Conspicuous dunes to the south• 

Denbigh. 

SandhiUs Experiment Station to the south. Studies ,are being 

conducted at this station in, conne,cUon with dune" st~bUizat1on. An 

auger hole in this area penetrated 73 feet of :scmd a¢ ended in bluish 

gray unoxtdtzed'tUl of unknown tb1cknes.s. ",No )a,k~~lays or s11ts 
~':l;"	 . .' 

were encountered. 

HUls ,to the north are kames (no~ shown on ,Plat.e ,I) ~ One of these, 

Buffalo Lodge Butte, 1s a kame 125 feet high. ~Thepresence of an 

indistinct shoreline about 35 feet above the ~se o~',the deposit shows 

that the kame was deposited'in ,the :lake but was for the most part not 
~ . '. i . , . .... 

submerged. A gravel pit on the crest, of. the kame exposes poorly 

sorted sand~and gravel. The, beds are tlltednearly parallel to the 

slope of the htlland are c~~,bY slllall faults and,o~her collapse features 

Tillis, exposed along Ute bottoJIl 2S feet of th~eastem side of the 

feature; possibly the core of the htll als~ consists of till. 

221.80	 West shoreline 0191acial Lake Bouris., Altho~gh no~ very conspicuous, 

this is one of the best defined parts of tlleenttre shorelIne of the lake. 

19. 



. i 

In most other places there is an almost imperceptible chan'g~from 

lake floor tq ,s~lT.o~nding grbtihd moraine arid the limits of the lake 
," .". " . -" . 

can be determined only on th~ basis of change in lithology - ftom 

small bifurcating outwash channels. The ground moraine in the 

Souris River area, in most 'places, is unusuallythi~k in comparison 

w~th other glaciated areas in the Great Plains. In' general 1t is 
' •. f ~ r 

thinnest near the Max moraine and thickens progressively to the 

northeast. In'the area we are now crossing 1t is 100 to 150 feet 

-
thick. North 6f Mohall it 1s about 250 feet thick and in some buried 

: ~ .... 
;,\.channels it exceeds tha t thickness •. 

. ...•.' 

The numerous bifurcating outwash channels are related to :a,series 

of long rough parallel southeast draining outwash: channels (see. " 

Plate 1 in pocket) that were formed in successive lee-marginal posi~' ' 

t10ns along the' southwest flank of the northwest receding Souris River 

lobe (see paper "Summary'of glacial history of the 'Souris River area, 

North: Dakota") • The regional slope.in this area' is to the northeast 

so· that· the melhvaters in the channel~'were ferced' ,t~ flow normal to 

the regional slope.~These large ice~n1arginalcham'lels are commonly 

40 to 70in1l3S long:~ haIfa mile to mors than a mUe Wide, 10 to 30 

feet deep, arid are mostly tlat···floore1 or have gently roun1ed bottoms • 
..... ". 

Channel segments that are flat floored geilerally contain 5. to 15 feet 

of saridand gravel whereas segmel)ts having gently rounded bottoms. 

are mainly iJicised in ground,moralne.and are f!oored with only a thin 
, 

veneer of outwash. 

20. 



.60 
,~ . ' 

222.40 Granville. 

15.20 

237.60 Surrey. (Not shown on Plate 1) 

6.35 

243.95 ,Ea~t c,ltY limits of Minot. 

1.50 

245.45 . Highway No. 2 and Main Street. 

GAS UP HERE TONIGHT..; DINNER 7:30 ct the CLARENCE PARKER 
HOTEL. 

SECOND DAY 

Corner of Main Street arid Highway No.2. Go east • 
.;~. 'H : ~ '.~,", .. ;",'" ~. ·f: . '~~.' ",_.'~: ~ .,:-_,'J.' .-:

., ." .,,' : '.,; ..., ~ ' •..... J. •. • 

Tum right on Highwa1 No. 52 at west end of overpass.. ; . . 

STOP *5. Cross raUroad and stop at WI outorop. This Is Ull of th.:! 
, ,". ..'~, . '; "f>":

Souris River lobe. NOt$ that the till is not very stony. P.bout 25 
. ,'. . . ,"' . / ~ 

percent is of clay Size, 40 percen~ of sUt size, 30 percent sand size, 
. , .~ ~-

and 5 percent gravel siZe or larger. Carbonate rocks predominate and 
" ;'< - . 

granitic and gneissic rocks are next in order of abu~dance. Lignite
:':. '. 

chips are fairly abundant in contrast to the till of the Leeds lobe in'. . '-, .; .....' 

which lignite chips are rare. Intercalated lenses of sand and gravel 
" . .. .' . 

and sUt are present in the till. The tUlin the exposure is oxidized . . ~, - .'. ' 

but unleached. The oxidized buff Ull generally extends to depths of 
, , 

30 to 50 .feet. The underlying unoxidized till 1s bluish gray. Note 

vertical prismatic fractures, charaoteristic of ~ with a fairly high 
. -. . . ".. . 
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1.15 

241.70 

.70 

248.40 

.35 

248.75 

clay content. See paper IITwo tills in the' Donnybrook area i
' for 

comparison with an older till. Upon lea,vi~g the till outcrop we 

, ,will be proceed1ng d9wn the valley of the Souris River, a vailey cut 

in Pleistocene time but prior to the last glaciation as shown by the 
.',

fact that till mantles the bedrock walls and underlies valley fill more 

than 100 feet In thickness. 
'!. ;..;.; 

Coming up onto a glacial terrace. 

Cross new Highway No~ 52. 

STOP #6. Tum left iD't~ Soo Line graVel pit in large giaclal telTace. 
• J ""-'•••-. "., 

'. ! ~ ~ ~ ~.:. • 

• 1 " J 

ThiS is one ·of a number of terrace remnants along the vall,y walls 
. . 

of the Souris River upstream from Verendrye and also along the valley 
........, ---t..o
 

of the Riviere des tacs. Theterraces were formed by ice-marginal 
. 

streams flowing along the southwest side of ~e 
. 

northwest receding 
_ .:~ ~:r:/:;. ~. ".';.. 

Souris River lobe and they range in altitude from about 1800 feet along 

.the upper reaches of the Riviere des Lacs to about 1470 feet in the 

vicinity of Verendrye. Some grade to the three large diversion chan
,~. . . . 

nels southeast from Velva. Some terrace surfaces are completely 

studded With boulders concentrateci 'by eroslo~ of the upper surfaces 

of the terraces by late meltwaters that removed theftner material and 

left the boulders. However, the terrace here at the Soo Line gravel 

pit is nearly flat and contains few boulders on the surface although 

boulders as much as 8 feet 1n length are found in the deposits. Pieces 

of lignite are found throughout the deposits.· A terrace deposit 2 miles 

22. 
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-.
 

• 60 

249.35 

.60 

249.95 

1.30 

west of Minot contains conspicuously large chl1nks, many 1 to 4 feet 

lori~. One'chunk ~ai'ghed 2 tons and was burned as fuel. Nearly aU 

chunks are roughly tabular and have relatively sharp edges and show 

little evidence of transportation for mo;e than short distances ~ The 

marked angularity of the lignite chunks, the large size of the boulders, 

and other evidence (to be discussed orally) suggest that all or parts 

of the deposits may be kame terraces. On the other hand there is 

little or no evidence of'collapsed bed~Ung characteristic of karr.e 

terraces • 

Cross new Highway No. 52. Keep on old h1ghway~ 

. , 

Coming off terrace into valley bottom. Upper tWo-th1rds of valley 

walls consist of till underlain in most places by 1 to 15 feet of sand 

and gravel representing a bu:-ied kame terrace characterized by 

collapsed bedding. The kame terrace deposits are underlain by 20 

to 50 feet of till identical in general appearance and composition to 

the till overlying the kame terrace deposits. It has not been deter
.' ...~ 

mined whether the underlying till belongs to an older substage of 

glaciation or 'Yihether the kame terrace was formed during a minor 

'recession ~fthe last substage of glaciation" The lower one-third 

of the valley walls consist of the Fort Union formation thinly veneered 

by till in most places.' 

25 1.25 Pit on the right exposes partially exhumed kame terrace' deposit of 

sand and gravel that eL'libits extre'me deforxnatlon of bedding due to 

,; 23. 
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·80 

252.05 

3.25 

255.30 

3.45 

258.75 

3.20 

261.95 

.30 

262.25 

.10 

262.35 

.30 

262.65 

.30 

262.95 

•85 

~63.80 

1.05 

264.85 

collapse of one or more supporting ice walls. Deposit is overlain 

by till. Building to the east is the Buffalo Steam Plant. 

Join new Highway No. 52. 

Route to Logan. 

Small landslide on valley wall to the right. Landslide formed by 

sliding of till on bedrock. 

North Umit of S~wyer. 

Turn left (northeast). 

Railroad crossing. 

Bridge across the Souris River. Ten ton load Umit. 

High level diversion channel through which the meltwate:;s flowed 

when the Souris River valley at Sawyer was still blocked by ice and 
. . .. . . 

water was diverted out of the valley for a distance of about two miles • 

Tum right at cemetery. Riding over typical ground moraine of Souris 

River lobe. 

Look to the South. Due south one-half mUe i~ a conical-shaped kame 

24. 
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265.60 

267.40 

.. 
268.80 

'. 268.90 

270.20 

274.90 

." 

275.60 

• 75 

1.80 ' 

1.40 

.10 

1.30 

4.70 

.70 

(known as Black Butte) that Is'115 feet high, about 'one-third mile 

in diameter, aildconsists of poorly sorted sand, gravel, till balls, 

and interC€1lated till lenses. The bedding of the sand,and gravel is 

roughly parallel to the slope. 'A small undrained depression at the 

top of the kame ~hows' that the feature has not been lowered to any 

extent by erosion. This may be a moulin type of kame • 

Turn around in farm ya:-d and return to Sawyer. 

Cemetery at right. 

, Railroad crossing ~ 

Tum left on Highway No. 52.; 

Cannonball member of the, Fort Unionfonrlation poorly exposed on the 
, , ' 

right. This member was f1l'8t recognized by R. W.' Brown and R. W. 

Lemke in 1947. Prior to this timethe northernmost known outcrop 

was along the Missouri River in the vicinity of WaDhburn.,. North Dak

. ota. ' The presence of sharks teeth and other marine fossils, including 

diagnostic foraminifera distingUish ltreadilY from"the continental 

Tongue R1ver member of the Fort Union formation. 

, ' 

City limits' 'of Velva. 

Rising out of the Souris River valley,and'riding into the Velva diversion 
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277.30 

278.15 

channel. The channel was formed by meltwaters that flowed down 

. the valley of the, Souris River and were divertedout of the valley by 

ice of the Souris River lobe that still covered the valley below Velva. 

'rhe water was diverted along the southwest flank of the ice lobe and 

into the southern part of Glacial Lake Souris which was just coming 

into existence. Upon further melting back of the southwest flank of 

the ice lobe, the Velva diversion channel was abandoned and the 

slightly lower Lake Hester diver~ion"channel (see Plate 1 in pocket) 

came into existence marginal to the ice. Upon still further recession 

of the flank of the ice lobe the Lake Hes.ter diversion channel was 

abandoned and the somewhat lower Verendrye diversion channel was 

incised. During the early life of this last channel, the meltwaters 

drained sputheastward into the southern part of glacial Lak~ Souris. 

During the later life of the channel, the water~.drained eastward into 

. the lake which had by this tf.:ne expanded northward. StUI later the 

Verendrye chann~l was abandoned arid water flowed directly down the 

Souris River valley and emptied into the lake about 7 mUes northeast 

of Verendrye. 

1. 70 

The east wall of the, Velva dh-ersion,channel is due east about 1/2 

mUe where the white house. is located • 

•85 

Turn right at Central Power Electric Co-op steam plant. This plant 

furnishes power for 8 REA Co-op's in central North Dakota. Up to 

660 tons of lignite is burned to make the peak production of 44, 000 

r;w per hour. 
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1.15 

279.30 Railroad erossing• 

•55 

279.85 Outwash channel to left. We are now c1riving over a ground moraine 

plain that. is rising 6.0 to 80 fe~t to the mile toward .the Martin 

moraine (about 8 mUes to the south and just :~uely visible on the 

skyline) • 

2.95 

262.30 .Turn right (?lest). 

'. 2.00 

284;.80 Turn .left -(south). 

1. 70' .. ~ ., 

286.50 Three mllea.to the;west.ls,the Truax-Traer· Coal Company Lignite 

strip mine.• , Porty to seventy feet of overbU&-cien is stripped for about 

13 feet.of.l1gnlte. This is one of the largest l~gnite mines 1n North 

Dakota. North Dakota produces about 90%0£ the total lignite 

. produet1cn 1n the United States. 

1.50 

288.00 Escarpment of the proximal edge of Martin moraine, about 1 mile 

southwest •. 

1.40 

289.40 Starting up proximal edge .of Martin mora1~e.. To the ri~ht is a 

re-entrant that marks position of a buried channel of probably pre
, . '. .-. 

Pleistocene age. For about the next 15 m11~s .you will be driving on 

the Martin moraine. Townsend and Jenke (1951, p. 842-858) have 

designated the conspicuous mc;>rainal belt, l() to 25 miles widCi'and 
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extending from the vicinity of Bismarck to several hundred miles 

northwestward into Canada, as the. Max moraine~.Throughout its 

length the moraine is the surface deposit of the Coteau du' Missouri. 

In the past the moraine has been referred to Variously as the Altamont 

moraine, Altamont terminal moraine, .an end moraine i a terminal 

moraine, so-called Altamont moraine, and Coteau du Missouri. It 

is also known locally as liThe Hills· or "Coteau" •. Townsend and 

Jenke (oP. cit.) introduced the name II Max moraine ll to av01d genet1c 

connotations and to lea\~ room for future differentiation. The 

moraine 1s not continuous with the true AltaJllont moraine in South 

Dakota and the two are not believed to be. cotrelativa. See paper 

IISummary of the pleistocene geology of North Dakota. II 

the'Mai'tinmoraii1e·1n this arearisesi 200·t6.300 feet above the", • 

surrounding:gtOund morairie plain. The pro}dmal edge is marked by 

a fairly abru.pt escarpment whereas· the diStal :edge tends to merge 

rather imper~ept1bIy into ground moraine.' Much of the altitude of 

the Martin 'moraine is due to' the greater hei9ht, of bedrock under the 

moraine than under the surrounding ground moraine. As a result in 

.. most-places 'the dI1ftcompoSingthemoraine is .probably not any, 

thicke; than that c:.JUlposing the ground: moml'~le .to the north. 

Souris River lobe, the last phase of tM.s glaciation, is interpreted 

to have ,eXtended iiFplaces onto the Coteau da 'M!ssouri and, L'1ere

fore~:deposits of that lobe, locally, constitute part of the ,Max 

moraine. 

3.65 

293.05 Crossing' bito' McLean County. 
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.40 

307.35 

.20 

307.55 

l.00 

308.55 

.60 

309.15 

.50 

309.65 

1.05 

310 .. 70 

1.30 

312.00 

.40 

312.40 

4.75 

317.15 

.95 

318.10 

.10 

318.20 

Turn right. 

Turn left. 

Crossing southeast trenrling esker. 

Series of coalescent kames on both sldss of rrJdd. 

Steep-walled kettle on left. 

Cottonwood Lake on left. Lake proba=>ly o::cupla::; ';1 k.P.ttl~ !~O~·9 .. 

Kame one half mile to left (we st) • 

We are now in a shallow southeast trending melt\\'~t~'r cha!·~el. that 

is aboat 1 mne Wide that has very indistinct wa~ls ~ 

Entering a glacial meltwater channel that f!cwed to soutilsasL 

Crossl.ng a southeast trending l1r.ear drumlin. 

Entering a southeast trending diversion channel that is about or-e

half mile wide. This channel W3,S first incised by water flowing doYi'll 

the Velva diversion channel and later was used by water flowing. down 

the Lake Hester diversion channel. The lakes fill depressions left 
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. by,chunks.of 1c•• ,stlandEid' and Partially burled 1n the floor of the 
. . • . .•••••• •.J ... '.' 

ch~~el, an,d: melUng after the channel was ,abandoned • 
. . - ,~ .	 .' ': .' ,,~ ~ .":'" '. 

• 70 
..'	 . : .. 

318.90 Iunctlo~ with Highway. No. 52 •. Turn left. . :-.. ..' . - . 

. 50 .. ",: . 

319.40 Tumrlght.• 

• 10 

319.50	 Northeast w~ll ..o.f ~~U:versionchannel. 

2.10· 

321.60 Turn..leftjw~s~) .'	 ". ~. . 
;., ' 

.90 

322.5Q .. " '-;:.,. "•. :. 1. ~ _•.: ". '.~ .: ': : ~ ", . 

. 3.10
 

Turn right. (ea~t), ;•
 

•20 
.: I 

325.80 Cross1ng,a southeast· trending sinuous esker. '. Deposits of the esker ..:' . . .... ,.-.. .,....... ) '. _. r,.. ," ., ,
 

consist pf J?00rly sorte.d ~a~la~d ~tercal.8~~ t1:U ~enses • 

. • 50 
'." >.J . 

326.30, STOP 17•.'~'Ne are now on crest of.the longest..and moat conspicuous
.• " . ,/ .• ' • • .: f... ' _... ' .' ~ ........ :' _' ..•. .......... '. <.. ~.. ,.'. ", <. : .. '
 

". linear gruin,un<f< TMs druml•.n.~ends. in a stra~O~~1,1~e southeast 
.'. ' .	 _.' . ." - •. ",' ' .." 'I. , ... ... '......"'." .._.. 

from the Souris ~V$.rVcllley~t;Ver~~q~}or.a;.~stanceof 13 1/2 

miles. It 1s breached in two places near Verendrye by g~.ps. eroded 

:by meltwater. flOWing dowq;the:.Verendrye d1ver.1on channel and,in oroid 
.	 . ~ .. ". ," . . . . ~ ... -' . ., . .,.... . . .~. . ',~", 

place bY.a small tunnel valley; (half a mUe no~west 9f where we now 
" ,"' ...	 I ...... , . . • __ • ••.• • 

are) Qutby a subglac~~ stre~m ~at for.JJled.the esk8f~~hat we Just 
•. ••••• • '," :~ •• ~ , -'.' .' , '" "to. 

. 
crossed•. The drumUn decreases.ln..he1ght.froJJl. ab,ol\t 50 feet near 1ts 

'., I	 ". _. -' '., . :.". .. - '.". .' .. ~ .' " ..~. ; , .... 
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,,'j,;'!	 sioss ~jjd:i(dorthWest~'ena): tcr less; than:-;S 'feet>riear iti lee end. 

, 'Thtoug$"uf nhich:dfcit"s length ltis;abouf:30. feefi hfql1, is evenly and 

sharply crested and has a remarkable symmetrical cross~proflle. It 

resembles n'dthin~Fso much'as1artat9&i raiiroad: or'htqhway grade:.' It'S 

average base width is about 300 feet which gives it a length to width 

ratio of about 240 to l, At the southeast encFof' this 'drumlin and-

slightly an echelon to it is a second ridge, about 3 miles long, which 

extends to a point~about:11/2~'mUes:southeast of Ba:lfour. The drumlin 

we are now on appears to consist predominantly of stratified sand and 

incorporated irregular bodies of till. 'fUfalso fbfms~the flanks of the 

ridge and in some segments the upper 2 or 3 feet of the crest. The 
, 

incorporated till bodies and the till formliig the"sm'face deposits,,· , ,. 

range from compact tUI similar to the adjacent ground moraine to a 

predominantly sandy till that contain,ttJustl enoughcl:ay to bind it!., . 

Some of the till has an indistinct fissUe pressure structurl9,;' 

. ;	 :'FlgUre! 5 'of the pai:)ef.'ent1tied-·Naifow)1fnear;dhimfin~ near Velva:~ .::': : 

:;';i' Notth.balbta ,i '(u1 PBck~t'··of~gUidei)ookr sho~s 'a'cro~fs section of the
 

drumlin at our present location as reconstructed from 11 auger holes.
 

'" '.' 'The jpaperais&;'dlic~'sses' thfin'eliitlori'of the linear' drumlins to the" .
 

:lirieai·Vtooves'ailcfto,-the::~uate:'*a~shboar(l"mora1i1~s as well as the 

", prObi$in;;of-:th~Yorlgin'.lbf! th~F<frumffnd~' ,':.:::: 

. , ,- ..... ," . . .~. 

. ~ ;:~" ~,. '. .' .:. :--.'-' ~.: C·~!/.,. 
•. "\ 'CrolfSlngo1i,l:low .'11'ri!eaf-'dnimllrt;·:: DriiDil1ris: ie'ss'fluin "'b l feet high in this 

..	 area: ~ppear'tO';conslst entirelY ot'~t1il simUa:r'tn coIrljjosition to that 

dfthe' intetven1Dg'9round-:D1orairle~ 'Fromhere"eastwaro we will be 
.	 '.''. ,'" 

. , crosS'1no'-liorne iverj:shallow'l1near grooVes thatare"parallel to the 
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·60 

328.40 

• 10 

328.50 

.15 

328.65 

.10 

328.75 

1.90 

330.65 

.85 

331.50 

.20 

331. 70 

3.30 

335.00 

.25 

335.25 

.05 

; 335.30 

4.20 
.

339.50 

drumlins. Most, however, are too indistinct to see without the aid 

of aerial photos. 

Crossing a low linear drumlin • 

Entering a branch of the Verendrye diversion c~annel. 

Tum riget (so':!th). 

Out~ash gravel of d1vers1on channel. 

Note large linear drumlin, to ~est about one-half mile. This is same 

drumlin as at previous stoP.· 

Nota small linear drumlin on flank of larger drumlin. 

Cros31nq continuation of large drumlin of Stop :ft7. Note that ridge 

here consists of sand and fine gravel. 

Tum left. 

Railroad crossing. 

Highway No. 52. Turn left (east). 

, ' 
• r ,. ! 

Tum right (south). 
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.20 

339.70 

.15 

339.85 

•15 

340.00 

2.80 

342.80 

.95 

343.75 

1.00 

344.75 

3.05 

347.80 

6.40 

354.20 

.85 

355.05 

Turn left (east). 

STOP *8. LUNC H STOP. Road cut through linear drumlin. This 

drumlin is about 3 mUes long and is the one that lies slightly en 
..... 

echelon to the conspicuous drumlin of the last stop. Figure: 4 ot the 

paper on linear drumlins shONS a cross section of the ridge as exposed 
~ .' 

1n the southeast side of the roadcut. The northwest side of the road-

cut 1s poorly exposed but appears tOCQnsist almost entirely of sand • 

Balfour. Continue eastward on Highway 52. You may proceed with 

the group from this point on, or at your own pace as yOu may prefer. 

Verenc!rye diversion channel. Glacial meltwaters flowed southeast. 

Confluence of Velva-Lake Hester diversion channel (to right) and 

Verendrye diversion channel (to left). 

Bentley Lake to right. 

Drake on the left. We are travelling on ground morafne of the Souris 

River lobe. 

Southeast draining glacial channel of Souris River lobe. 

Town of Anamoose. We are now starting up proximal edge of Martin 
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361.90 

365.20 

3.30 

-

371.00 

372.50 

380.00 

5.80 

1.50 

7.50 

380.70 

395.00 

•70 

14.30 

-. 398.80 

402.60 

3.80 

3.80 

moraine which is the terminal moraine of Souris River lobe. We will 

be on this moraine for t:'le next 10.7 miles. Eaker com;llex to the 

left about half a mile away • 

Martin. 

Distal edge of Martin moraine which marks outer l1mltof advance of 

Souric River}obe. From here eastward we will be driving over ground 

moraine deposited by ice that advanced from the northwest prior to 

the ,advance of the Souris River lobe., 

Harvey city limits. GAS STOP. 
"'.' ~.- , '., 

North Fork, of Sheyenne River - first incised as an outwash channel. 

Note proximal edge of the Coteau du Missouri ahead and to the right 

, ~outslJC mUes • 

.. '.'! ~; 

Junction with Highway No.3. 

Fessenden city limits. A few washboard moraines can be seen south 

of Fessenden., . 

Low kame with gravel pit to left (east). 

Crossing Rocky Run, and~ 0ut\!8sh channel. Meltw~ter flowed east

ward. , . 35. 



5.80 . 

408.40 Junction with Highway No.7. Proceed east on 7 and 52. 

3.90 

412.30 Crossing an outwash channel that is a tributary of Pipestem Creek. 

6.15 

419.05 Sykeston to left. 

1.40 

420.45 The Coteau du Missouri is B to lOmlles 'to the south. 

5.10 

426.15 Crossing Pipestem Creek outwash channel which drained southeast 

to James River. 

5.10 

431.85 Carrington city limits. 

1.15 . 

433.00 Turn left. 

433.55 Turn right (east) on Highway No.7 • The land swface is ground 

moraine of the Leeds lobe. 

11.40 

444.95 Starting up onto low end moraine which becomes higher to the east. 

1.55' : _' r: ,..

446.50 Starting up onto more distinct end moraine borclE~r1n9 the James River 

on the west. 

1.80 

448.30 Recessional moraine. Begin to cross glacial outwash channel of the 

·Tames R1ver •. ". This· channel was incised by meltwaters' draining·from 
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448.80 

449.20 

459.80 

468.00 

to 

411.30 

412.25 

473.55 

475.30 

476.15 

476.55 

•50 

.4') 

10.05 

•55 

8.20 

3.30 

.95 

1.30 

1.75 

.85 

•40 

the Leeds lobe • 

Terrace ~long James River. Only a th!n veneer of outw~sJ\•.. 

Coming off ter.ace and starting up onto g:ound moraine, and then 

onto the Kensal moraine oTr~re are many well developed waal-board 

moraines in this area. 

RaUroad c:ossing• 

Glenfield. Junction with High?lay No. 20. 

Bald Hill Creek outwasb channel which flowed southeast into Shey
... ,: ,'. -! . 

enne River. 

Outwash. 

Junction with Highway No.1. 

'i..t. 

Starting up indistinct distal edge of Cooperstown moraine. 

Indistinct esker. 

Esker - mostly removed for road matertal. 
" . 

Sma111ndlst!nct esker. For a nu.r of· mUes betWeen here and 
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1.35 

477.90 

.65: 

478.55 

.30 

478.85 

1.15 

480.00 

.70 

480.70 

4.65 

485.35 

4.45 

489.80 

2.50 

492.30 

2.45 

494.75 

4.15 

499.50 

•55 

500.05 

Cooperstown there are numerous stratified ice-contact deposits. 

STOP 41:9. Approximate proximal edge of Cooperstown moraine. 

Junction, Highway 1 goes south. Continue east on 41:7. 

Kame. 

Kames to left (north) • 

Cooperstown. 

Sheyenne Valley. Note Pierre shale outcrop on both sides of valley. 

Also note high terrace about 50 I above present valley. This channel 

drained Glacial Lake Sou..""1s down to an elevation of 1510 I. 

Ascending Alta ridge. (l'ergus Falls moraine of Upham) • 
."-:; ..., 

. {.. 

Leaving Alta ridge. 

Turn left (north) • 

Entering Finley • 

Turn ri9ht (east) on HighYiay 1. 
. ....

'- '. ~ 

" 
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8.90 

508.95 

1.30 
: 

510.25 
,. 

4.95 

514.20 

2.70 

516.90 

•65 

517.55 

3.30 

520.85 

. 1.30 

522.15 

2.20 

524.35 

7.65 

532.00 

536.90 

1.05 

537.95 

Middle branch of the Goose River. 

Edge of Glacial Lake Agassiz, Herman shoreline. Upham' s map 

shows this as Part of Elk Valley delta. 

Exposure of lake sUt. 

Tintah Beach (?) accorcUng to Upham • 

Junction with Route '18contlnueon *7 south and east. 

Branch of Goose R1ver, Campbell beach crosses near here according 

to Upham map. 

Entering Portland. 

Entering Mayville. 

Gravn! pit in Bl~rlcha.rd teach. We Q:-e now back in the area of the 

ice lobe that adva;.ced from the nOltteast. Leverett mapped a 

moraine in this vicinity. 

junction Route 81. Turn north on 81. 

Road west to Cummings. 
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2.00 

539.95 Gravel deposits associated with Hillaboro beach. Configuration 
. . . 

here suggests bar or spit extending eastward into lake. 

3.90 

543.85 H1l1sboro beach indistinctly shown here. Road to Buxton to left. 

5.30 

549.15 Road to Reynolds. 

7.10 

556.25 Road to Thompson. 

9.20 

565.45 South city l1mits of Grand Porks. 

; . 
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Summary of the Pleistocene geology of North Dakota..J..I 

by Richard iN. Le~e,and Roger B. Colton 

.. \. 

IN'fRODUC'fION 

Ail of North Dakota, with the exception of the southwestern corner, was 

glaciated during the Pleistocene epoch. No definite evidence of pre-Wisconsin 

glaciation has 'been foUnd in the state but glacial deposits tentatively identified 

as ranging in age from the Iowan substage of the Wisconsin to at l~ast the Two 

Creeks interstadial have been recognized. Because of the difficulty of differentiating 

the glacial drift sheets on the basis of lithology, color, or degree of weathering, 

the absence of loess deposits interbedded with the drift sheets, and the paucity of 

radiocarbon dates, it must be emphasized that the Plei~tocene chronol~gy ~xpressed 

in this paper is tentative and subject to~vtslon as more data become available • 

. The facts and interpretations presented here are ba~ed in part upon glacial 

studies by numerous workers in and adjacent to North Dakota; as well as upon the 

results of mapping about 10, 000 square mUes by the writers:•. Although the writers 

have drawn freely upon these many other sources, ~heresponsibll1tyfor the final 

interpretations rests with, the wr1t~rs. Of the 10, OOp square mUes, mapped in detail, 

Lemke mapped approximately 6, 000 square miles in the SQuris River area and Colton 

mapped about 4,000 square miles in north~astern Montana which contributed to a 

~etterUnderstand1ngof the glac1al history in No~hDakot~.. -- In addition, the writers 

made numerous automobile traverses acros~ the St,ate and made aerial photointerpre,:," 

tation studies in connection with the compilation of ~he glacial map of the State .. 

. PHYSICAL SETTING 

The eastern and northern parts of 'North Dakota 11e in the Western Lake section 

of the Central Lowland; the remainder of the State lies in the Missouri Plateau section 
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of the Great Plains province (see fig. 1). The northeastern strip of the Missouri 

Plateau is known as the Coteau du Missouri. Its prominent northeast-facing escarp

ment rises 300 to 500 feet above the adjacent Central Lowland. The Coteau du 

Missouri in most places owes much of its prominence to topographically high under

lying bedrock that acted as a buttress to advancing ice sheets and iniluenced the 

areal distribution and land form characteristics of the drift deposited on and beyond 

it. The Turtle Mountains, a drift-covered mesa-like bedrock-cored highland, lying 

partly 1n Canada and partly in North Dakota, controlled the direction of movement of 

the last ice sheet that advanced into the area. The Lake Agassiz basin, the Devils 

Lake basin, the Souris River basin, and the Lake Dakota basin are topographically 

low areas that served as 'catchment areas for ~laclal lakes. 

PREGLACIAL DRAINAGE 

Flint (1955;- pl. 7), has demonstrated by his' work in South Dakota that the 

Cheyenne Rivet and all streams north of it flowed into Hudson Bay in preglacial time. 

Work 1n North Dakota has· sUbsianti~ted this interpretation. Figure 2 shows the 

preglacial drainage pattern in North Dakota as interpreted from studies by Alden 

(1932 ~ map, pl. 1), Benson (I952, p. 165-175), the writers, and others. 

Drill-hole data and detailed geologic mapping indicate that the ancestral 

Missouri and Yellowstone rivers flowed northeastward across the northwestern corner 

of the State. They were deeply incised where they cut through the Coteau duMtssour1; 

the bottom of the buried channel of the preglacial Yellowstone near Crosby is more 

than 500 feet below the present surface. Meneley, Christiansen, and Kupsch (1957 ,.' 

p. 441-447), believe that the two rivers Joined about 15 miles northeast of the Inter

national Boundary. Downstream from their confluence, the flow of' the' combined
 

streams was to the east and northeast.
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The ancestral Knife River and its tributaries headed in the southwest part of 

the State. The indicated course of this stream was northeast across the Coteau du 

Missouri through a deep valley. A low sag, known as the Lincoln Valley S~g (see 

pl. 1, in pocket), marks the buried channel. Beyond the Linooln Valley sag, tbe 

ohannells completely obscured by ground moraine and its trend has not been deter-· 

mined. It may extend eastward to Join ~ buried valley under DevUs Lake or it may 

extend northwestward to become the ancestral Souris River. 

The ancestral Souris River, which flowed northward and probably joined the 

ancestral Missouri-Yellowstone River a few mUes north of the International Boundary, 

trended roughly parallel to and a few mlles west of the east loop of the present Souris .. 

River. 

The tributaries of the ancestral Red River probably consisted of the ancestral 

Grand, Moreau, and Cheyenne ri vers that headed in northern South Dakota, and 

• 
possibly the ancestral Knife and Cannonball rivers in North Dakota. The combined 

tributaries, as pointed out by PUnt (1955, pl. 7), flowed eastward to the James River 

lowland and then northward into the southeastern corner of North Dakota. The Red 

River then flowed northward (its channel location not accurately known) beneath the 

present floor of Lake Agassiz and entered Canada along a course probably coincident 

with the present channel of the Red River.iNork by Horberg and Anderson (1956, 

fig. 1) and Elson (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Yale University) show that the river 

probably Joined the ancestral Missouri-Yellowstone River in Manitoba about 7S mlles 

north of the International Boundary. 

PRE-WISCONSIN DEPOSITS 

North Dakota might have been glaciated in pre-Wisconsin time. A few scat- . 

tered granitic boulders have been found several miles beyond the Iowan drift border 

as mapped by W. E. Benson (written communioation). However, the presenoe of 
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some ofthase boulders can be explained bY'ice rafting ina lake west of the Iowan 

ice, 'or by havIng been brought in by riH:m~ Boulders in other localHies ~NhC:1e presE'n.'~~~ 

cannot'be'explained by either. of the above ,two methods might have, been derlved'from ' 

the White River formation of Tertiary age which', according to Benson, 'contains a few 

granitic rocks· from the Black Hills .. 

Evidence of Illinoian stage glaciation in South Dakota was presented. by Warren 

(1952, p. 1143-1156) and accepted by Flint (1955, p. 30) who placed the 'Illinoian 

drift border along the east side of the Missouri River in that State. If th1s Ll1terpreta·· 

tion is correct, at least the southeastern part of North Dakota also was glaciated in 

Illinoian time. 

WISCONSIN S'rAGE 
;, :; 

General Statement 

A review of recently published literature of the Pleistocene of the midwest 

indicates that there is considerable divergence of opinion on correlating and dating
:,. .. 

'Wisconsin drift sheets. MOl'eover, recent changes in nomenclature and changes in 

stratigraphic position of forme=~y accepted terminology have added to the problem 
... 

(table 1). Because of the paucity of radiocarbon dates in North Dakota and the 

uncertainty of being able to accurately correlate drift borders mapped in that State 

over long distances eastward and southeastward to type or dated localities, the 

writers feel that many of these problems cannot now be properly e,raluated in the 
~'- : ., ',. ' < .-' '"'~""'"... £:-

State. Thus, the presence or absence of Farmdale loess in the State, especially in 
":i.' .." ..J.. 

view of the present uncertainty of whether it is pre-Iowan or post-!owan as suggested 

by Ruhe, Rubin, and Scholtes (1957, P. 671-689) cannot now be ascertained. Like

wise, the writers can only speculate on the validity of adding another substage, the 
.. 

Mankato as used by Leighton (1957, p. 1-2), between the Cary substage and the Two 
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Creeks interstadial. Moreover, discrepancies stUl remain to be resolved in the 

dating and the lateral tracing northwestward from Wisconsin of the Valders drift 

border to Thwaites (1943, p. 87-144) and in determining its equivalency with drift 

formerly mapped elsewhere as Mankato (post-Two Creeks interstadial). Part of this 

problem is pointed up by the folloWing differences in interpretation: .(1) Leighton 

suggests (1957, p. 1-2) that the Big Stone moraine in west-central Minnesota marks 

the outer border of the Valders of Thwaites (1943); (2) Wright (1957, copy of a paper 

presented at Fifth Congress of the International Quaternary Association, Madrid) 

indicates that the Valders border extends via the Superior lobe to' Mille Lacs take in 

central Minnesota, and, thence, toward northwest Minnesota as the margin of the 

St. Louis lobe--presumably north of the drift border suggested by Leighton; and, (3) 

Elson's (1951, p. 999-1002) interpretation that the Valders ice border never reached 

Minnesota but extended northward across Lake Superior, past the west side of Lake 

Nipigon, north-northwest to Sachigo Lake, and thence west to the Pas moraine in 

west central Manitoba. Apparent inconsistencies in radiocarbon dates for the age of 

Lake Agassiz and the lack of knowledge of the age of the glacial deposits in north

western Minnesota further complicate the problem of using midwestern nomenclature 

in North Dakota. However, a number of strong' end moraines can be correlated ben-.reen 

North Dakota and adjacent States and _also northward into Canada. These correlations 

will be discus~ed under appropriate headings. 

Figure 3~ shows the outer margin of Nisconsin glaciation as tentatively 

interpreted, and the limits of major ice advances with~.n that stage in North Dakota, 

South Dakota, and northeastern Montana~ Seven distinct advances of glacier ice are 

indicated in North Dakota (fig. 4) on the basis of positions of prominent end moraines 

and ice marginal channels, of crosscutting relations of washboard moraines, drumlins, 

and eskers, and on the relative development of established integrated drainage. 
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Figure 5. shoW's the prominent erid mo~a1nes of these ad'\'Clnces •.. Because of the prob

lems already expres:sed in cor:.:elating' drift sheets in North Dakota with present 
'. 

midwestern nomenclatura, the dr!ft sheets will be discussed unde!' the following 

headings: (1) Iowan (?) drif"t; (2) Tazewell (?) drift; . (3) post-Tazewell - pre-Two 

Creeks drifts; and, (4)post..;Cary maximum drifts. This method of presentation is 

intended only for discussion purposes and in no way constitutes a proposal for a nevI 
'. .'. ":-":. 

terminology for subdividing the Wisconsin. 

IoWan (?) drift 

The outermost border of Wisconsin drift, the position of which is based largely 

upon the work of Benson (1952, p. 184-194Jand A. D;: Howard (written communication), 

is dtawn in most places upon the southernmost l1mit of Qlacialerratics which are 

sufficiently abundant t~ fix fairly accurately the position of the drift border•. Th1a 
. '. ~ .' .'. . ," . . 

drift, according to Benson is Iowan 1n age. It correlates with the Iowan drift- as 

interpreted by Flint (1955, p. 95) in South Dakota and by Rube .in southweotem Minn

esota and in Iowa (Flint, 1955, p. 95; Ruhe, 1952, Fig. Ii Ruhe, Meyer, and Scholtes, 
. . 

1951, p~ 672)~' In Iowa, radiocarbon dates support this assignment. 

The Iowan (?) drift sheet is exposed in North Dakota in'a-nortl1west-trending 

belt, interpreted by the writers to be in most places 20 to 40 miles wide, that lies 

mostly south of the Missoud River. The till ;ever most of this belt is thin and patchy 

owing to e,ros!on and no~deposit1on. The advance of the ice over much of the area 

can be attested to only by the presence of erratic boulders and scattered stratif!ed 

ice-contact deposita. The orientation of the drUt border and the position of the 

ice-~rginal channels suqgest that ice of this substage advanced from a northeuf'tarly 

direction. 
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Tazewell (?) drift 

The area of expos9d Tazewell (?) drift in North Dakota, as tentatively inter

preted, lies mostly north and east of the Missouri River and forms a belt 15 to 30 

mUes wide in most places. The ice of this drift sheet seems to have advanced from 

the northeast except in the northwestern part of the State where the advance is indica

ted from the position of moraines to have been from the north and northwest. A thin 

to moderately thick blanket of till covers most of the area and integrated drainage is 

fairly well established. 

Benson (written communicat'.on) did not attempt to separate the Tazewell drift 

from the Iowan drift. The writers suggest that the Krem moraine (fig. 5) mapped by 

Benson in Mercer County and the moraine mapped by A. D. Howard (written communi

cation) in northern McKenzie County might represent end moraines of the Tazewell 

substage. This interpretation is based on the tenuous evidence that" these hummocky 

morainal areas have a less integrated drainage pattern than drift further to the south. 

As now interpreted by the writers, this drift is completely overlapped a few 

miles north of the North Dakota-South Dakota boundary in McIn,tosh County bydrlft 

of one or more younger ice advances. Flint (1955, pl. 1) shows no exposed Tazewell 

drift on the western side of the lobes that moved down the James River Lowland in 

South Dakota •. However, he does show a band northeast of the Sioux River in the 

northeastern part of that State which has been correlated with the Tazewell drift in 

Iowa (Flint, 1955, p. 95; Ruhe, 1952, fig. 1; Ruhe, Meyer, and Scholtes, 1957, 

p. 672). Whether this is the same drift that the writers interpret to be Tazewell in 

North Dakota is conjectural but the correlation seems reasonable 0 

Post-Tazewell - pre-Two Creeks <b'lfts 

A series of prominent northwest trending end moraines (includes the Burnstad, 

Belden, White Earth, and Alamo moraines shown on fig. 5), that extends from the 
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south-central to the northwestern part of the State, ma;;k the margin of a drift sheet 

whose youthful topography 1s in marked contrast to the Tazewell (?) drift to the 

southwest. The hummocky moraines and:associated ground moraine deposits of this 

drift show little integration of drainage in contrast to the well integrated drainage 

established on the Tazewell (?) d:1ft. The drift border, thus established can be 

easily differentiated on aerial photographs and when traced into South Da~ota forms 

the outer margin of the drift shaet mapped as belonging to the MankatoV' substage 

by Flint (1955, p. 95), which correlates with the Altamont moraine in northeastern 

South Dakota, southwestern Minnesota, and with that moraine in the Des Moines 

lobe in Iowa (Flint, Ope cit.; Ruhe, Rubin, and Scholtes, 1957, p. 672). Ruhe, 

Rubin and Scholtes (op. cit.) show by radiocarbon dates that the Altamont moraine 

in Iowa marks the margin of the Mankato as used by Leighton (1957b, p. l037-103E). 

Flint (op. cit., p. 78) states that the Mankato in South Dako~a was identified by 

tracing it from Mankato, Minn. The drift at Mankato, Minn., on the basis of radio

carbon dating (Rube, Rubin, and Scholtes, op, cLt.) in Iowa, now appears to be of 

Mankato age as used by Leighton and no incompatibility in correlation between th.e 

states of Iowa and Minnesota seems to exist. Thus, there is evidence that t,he d.~~~t 
. ., , ...
 

sheet in North Dakota, whose terminus is marked by the Buinst~d and as soci?lted
 . . : . .. . .' . ." . 

moraines, is correl~tive'wlththe Mankato 4rift (as used by Lei9~~On) in Iowa (a!.lhe, ' 
. ~ ... . - . 

Rubin, and Scholtes, Ope :ciL)~ U this is so, then the equivalent of the Car,," ~i-!;t 

as used by Ruhe, Rubin, and Scholtes, (op. cit.) in Iowa is not exposed ~n rbIth 

Dakota but is overlapped by the Burnstad moraine and associated drift. This SUPIJo",:, 

sition is supported by the fact that the Cary as J,lsed by Ruhe, et. ale whose termJ'lU3 . 

in Iowa and Minnesota is marked by the Bemis moraine, when traced into South :Dakota, 

correlates with the Carydrlft 
" 

of Flint (oP. cit.) which, when traced northward along 

the west margin of the lobe, 'is overlapped by drift of the Burnstad moraine before 
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reaching North Dakota.· Presumably this overlapping continues throughout North 

Dakota. 

The outer margin of the drift assoc!ated with the Burnstad moraine lies about 

20 mi~es southwest of a radiocarbon locality in Kidder County (Moir, this guidebook) 

dated as of Two Creeks age. The till underlying the dated material is believed to 

belong to the drift sheet associated with the Burnstad moraine and, therefore, 

antedates the Two Creeks interstadial. 

Post-Cary maximum drifts 

Advance No. 1.-- The Streeter moraine (fig. 5) a few mUes northeast of the 

Carbon 14 locality in Kidder County, and associated moraines to the northwest mark 

the drift border of a major ice advance. The drift of this ice advance is exposed in 

a northwesterly trending belt 10 to 15 miles wide in the central and southeastern part 

of the State. The positions of end moraines and washboard moraines indicate that 

the ice advanced from a northeasterly direction but locallobations deviated consider

ably irom this trend. Because of the present lack of knowledge of the stratigraphic 

relations of the deposits overlying the radiocarbon dated material to the southeast, 

it cannot now be ascertained whether this drift sheet antedates or post dates the Two 

Creeks interstadial. However, inasmuch as at least the drift of the Cary maximum 

as previously discussed, does not seem to be exposed at the surface in North Dakota, 

it can be assumed that the drift of the Streeter moraine is younger than the Cary 

maximum. This drift, when traced northwestward, is found to be overlapped by the 

Martin mora1ne of the Souris River lobe (see fig. 5). When traced southeastward, 

it correlates with the B-1 drift of Flint (1955, p. 119) which he indicated as an 

important readvance within Mankato time. In carrying Flint's 8-1 drift into south

western Minnesota, it apparently correlates with the Gary moraine of Leverett (1932, 
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p. 1) which, when projected into Iowa fall within the Mankato (as used by Leighton) 

and lobe outlined by Ruhe, Rubin, and Scholtes (1957, p. 672) and possibly ties to 

the prominent moraine at Algona. 

Advance No.2 .-- A major readvance of ice, following the one that deposited 

the Streeter ~oraine, is indicated by a discordance in the trend of the Grace City, 

Kensal, and Oakes end moraines (fig. 5) of thl'sdr1ft sheet with those of the previous 

advance. The drift of this advance extends in a belt, 15 to 40 mUes wide, from the 

vicinity of Harvey, in Wells County, to nearthe"southeast corner of the State. The 

positions of the well-defined Grace City and Kensal moraines and of numerous wash

board moraines suggest that the lee came as two sublobes, one from the northeast 

and the other from the northwest. Whether these tWo'sublobes were exactly contem

poraneous is not known but they were probably essentially so inasmuch as no cross

cutting relations between the tw-9 lobes are indicated. Tracing of the Grace City 

moraine northwestward shows that it Is overlapped by the Martin moraine of the Souris 

River lobe. Tracing of the Oakes moraine southwa~d into South Dakota indicates 

that it is correlative with the prominent moraine at Britton which when traced into 

Minnesota is tentatively correlated with the Big Stone moraine of Leverett (1932, pl. 1) 

·Itwill be recalled that Leighton (1957, p. 1-2) suggests that the Big Stone moraine 

marks the maximum advance of the Thwaites I Valders ice. If Leighton I s interpretations 

are accepted, and if the lateral tracing of moraines into North Dakota is cOl'!ect, 

then the Two Creeks interstadial separates the drift of the Grace City, Kensal, and 

Oa.kes moraines from the Streeter readvance. Elson (1957, p. 999-1002), however, 

believes that the Valders ice of Thwaites (1943) never reached northwestern Minne

sota or North Dakota, and thus, according to him, this interpretation would not be 

.possible. The writers cannot at present contribute. toWard the solution of this problem • 

.... 
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Advance No.3. -- The next, maJor readvance Qt ice folloWing the lobes that 
,"" . , . ,". . , '. .." . 

deposited the Grace City, Kensal, a~d Oakes moraines was that which deposited the 

Martin, Heimdal, Cooperstown, and Wahpeton moraines. The Martin moraine marked 

the terminus of the Souris River lobe, the Heimdal moraine the limits of the Leeds 

lobe, and the Cooperstown and Wahpeton moraines the border of the lobe that pushed 

down the Lake Agassiz Basin into the southeastern part of the State. The Coope~'s-

town and Wahpeton moraines correlate well with the Erskine moraine of Leverett 

(1932, pl. 1) in western Minnesota. 

The Souris River lobe and the Leeds lobe, which are believed to be essentially 

contemporaneous, had a common ice source in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. This ice 

advanced from the northwest and split into two lobes when it reached the north flank 

of the Turtle mountains Just north of the International Boundary. 

The Souris River lobe-Y'occuPied the Souris River area west and south of the 

Turtle Mountains •. The ice of this lobe moved southeastward as indicated by south

east-trending linear drumlins and qtochres southeast of Velva...§./, and formed the' 

conspicuous Martin end moraineY (see pl. 1 in pocket ot gUidebook). Washboard 

moraines, arcuate to the northwest, . indicate a northwestward recession of the ice 

front. The Leeds lobe, advanced around the east flank of the rurtle Mountains and 

spread out radially. The Heimdal moraine (see pl. 1 in pocket of guidebook) was 

formed as the end moraine of this advance. Probably during a sUght readvance of 

the receding front of this lobe I the North Viking moraine was formed. The trends of 

linear drumlins, end moraines, and arouate washboard moraines provide a good record 

of the direction of advance and retreat of the Leeds lobe. 

During the time of maXimum advance andea~~y deglaciation of the Souris River 

and Leeds lobes, meltwater flowed for a short time from these lobes into the James 

River and drained eventually into the Gulf of Mexico. Upon further deglaciation, 
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topographically lower outlets were. uncovered and the melt water fo!' a considerable 
: . . . . -. . . ' ." :..... ~. ,':' . . ;'. . . . 

period of tir.te then drained down the She~penne River and into Lake Agasoiz. Glacial 
", . ":, .' . -,. .. '.. . .: ... ' .. :' ~. :: ":'. . ..~:. . . . . :. . . .' '. 

Lake Souris was lowered at this time down to an eltltude of 1,510 feet by drainage 
". . ' - - . :. • - . " . 't i.~: ;.~::.' " ,: . -.... ~ • _. . 

down the Sheyenne River into Lake P.gasG1~. The forming of the southern part of 
> • ~ •• • .; • • : ; .. ' ~ ~. -' '. /: • , '. • 

Lake Agassiz at this time apparently anted~tes the Lake Agassiz I 1nterval of Elson 
, ". : ' ~ ~ 'I .. ~ l ~ '. 

(!.957, p. 1001). During the tlm,e of major drainage down the Sheyenne River the ice 
I • ~ . .' • ..~ ;',,": {j;:: _. ::', , . . . -. 

lobe that had pushed down the Lake Agassiz Basin and built up the Cooperstown 
': _. 1 

:0-". r 

moraine maintained a front just northeast of the Sheyenne delta. Tll1::1 1G indicated by 
~., .. ." . .,'... .' "~_ .' . . i ::.. 

the abrupt ice ccntcct face at t~le northeast edge of the delta and by the fact that the 
. .. '. ~ .~, ," - . ';. ", . ' 

Lake Milnor Beach (20 feet higher than the highest Herman .13each) does not continue 
..:. ..:':::1''\ .:~ '~' .. :~A'! r~/ :-;. ; •• 

north of the Sheyenne R1ver delta and was probably formed when ice covered all the 
C' _ : ••.;_'!~ ~:(:: ' . ~·<.'::'.~;..,~':" __ : ..i ~'••• '~t.~. ;'.:"... 4 , .. 

Lak~ Agassiz Basin north of the Sheyenne Rive!' (see Leverett, 1932, p .. 121-127). 
~' .~;. I -~ .:.; ~; '," , . :~, : '~.r;~;~~:-· '.~:_ ';'.;'~;;'.-' '.W~.. • ..... . ' .. 

As the margin of the Souris River lobe receded into Canada, glacial Lake 
~ r " ',' ~ • ' ..~ ~" .,'.~}.J _ .• ' , .~~' '.';~ ;"', .',,' ~ {' .' •• 

Souris,. which by' then Qccupied only a small are~ in North Dakota, expanded into 
'. :-.-' '" ,.;. • '.. • , 'I • , .....,. ,"-'_ ': ~,' • >'i~' .::: ,'f " ,.. 

southwestern Ma,nitoba.. Further deglaciation nort~ Qf the Turtle Mountains permitted 
~';.' •.-'r· ~ ...~. :"t :i"- ~.. j. . ._~~, of-','''::'' 

the draining of the lake down the Pembina trench in Manitoba and into the northern 
". - . .... : . ,. ' . , .~ .. .. . . 

part of glacial Lake Agassiz. According to Elson (this guidebook, figs. 5 ar&d 6) the 
': :." .". :::' _~:.. c ': ~ '" .: '~': ..,::',:' , ~::.. ' ••'" :'.' • .-.' ••:" , ~ :-'" , -,' '-. ,.. ,'" ' " • 

ice front ,at this time lay in the Lake Agassiz Basin just northeast of the outlet of the 
.' . " ' ',' ;-. :" ~: ' . '- 'J .: _ . = .,.. . 

Pembina trench; the Darl1ngford moraine marked its southwest margin. 
) --~~"':'. '.:": -: - ";~':- '~;.'.;, ' .. '.' '~; '.,'" . ,. ~.' .. .' 

Advance No. 4 .. -- The location of the last lobe of ice to occupy North Dakota 
, " . .~. : ~~.,' "."'•.• '.', '. ", .:::: ~-~j .• ;'" ;:,...... ~~'.~' ,.' '. ~, 

, " 

; is outlined by a looping discontinuous end moraine in northwest Minnesota and north·· 
. " . . ' . . ..... .,. '. . ' '

...' -~ ., \'",~ 

east North Dakota with contin~a~ion northwestward into Manitoba.. The segment of 
.- , - '. , . ., '\ i:. ~.:~ . .. 

.. themorain~ tha~ li~s in M~nnesota was design~ted the Holt moraine by Leverett (1932, 
. : .' ~ .' ..' '. ~ • " ,j ,'. ;.:'~'. • .. ~.::' " • :. '... • ',' • , • -. 

p. 117) and the segment in North Dakota has been designated the Edinburg moraine 
. - . "~. :, . . . - '" . . 

by the writers.. 'Ihe DarUngford moraine of Elson (1955, unpubl!shed Ph. D. Thesis 
. . . ',.' '. 
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at Yale) in Manitoba is believed by the writers to be a, continuation of the Edinburg 

moraine. The POSlt10.!10f the end mbraine segments Shows that a south,t{urd mo"1.~g 

101:>e of ice pUGhed ~·J'w'.-t t~~,e Laka Agassiz Bash: to c\s far nS H!l.l.c~)oro, ~bout 3'j 

miles south of Crand 7crks o As shown by I,everett{l'3~)2, p~ 130-:31), th~ Ff01t 

moraine and" the Edinburg moraine to near the northern limite of G;'and Forks Cc,~~ty, 

were submerged by Lake Agassiz. Several beaches a-e shown as c:r.:,r.s:r,g the 

Edinburg moraine in Grand Forks County but, in soutbern W~,ish C':'~mty ii: is ~},ciwn 

as surrounded but not completely covered by lake deposits. 

Elson (this guidebook). indicates that ice stood along the !':1.c;i:i:he~iHt edg0 ~if 

the Darlingtord moraine and along the north border of the Pembina c.elt3. during the 

time Lake Souris wa$ draining do\\~ th~ Pembina trench into glacial Lake Agassiz. 

He (this guidebook, figs. 1-6) shows that the ice had stood. at essentiulJ.y th:~s 

position for a oonsiderable period of time prior to the.dl"a,in~ng o~ Lake Souris down 

.	 the Pembina River. If so, the Edinburg and Holt moraines would probably repre:;ent 

merely a halt in the recession of the ice lebe outlL'"led by the Wahpeton moraine J.n . 

the southeastern part of the state. However, the Edinburg moraine definitely truncates 

a series of washboard moral.nes {arcuate to the northwest) in the vicinity of the. 

Pembina delta. Thus, a definite readwnce of the lobe is in~icated but the distance 

and length of time of the readvancecarinot be ascertained •. Melting of this i~e she,et 

back to the north end of the Pembina Mountains in Manitoba marks the Lake. Agassiz 

I interval of Elson (this guidebook, fig. 10). D:uring this interval,'acccrdmg to 

Elson, the Campbell 1 strandline was formed at a time when deepening of the southp,rn 

outlet of the lake was retarded' by ·bedrock. He further suggests (manuscript of a 

paper read at the Fifth. Congress of the International Association on Quaternary 

Research, Madrid, 1957) 
. 

that ice 
. 

recession north of Lake Superior during the Two 
~. 

Creeks interstadial opened ·low-level eastern outlets SQ that Lake Agassiz I subsided 
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and may havedrained~ l'hen,according to Elson, the advance of Valders ice of 

Thwaites' (1943) and perhaps crustal uplift,. closed eastern outlets of the basin and 

formed Lake Agassiz II. 

By Elson's interpretation, Valders ice of Thwaites (l943) never reached North 

Dakota. By this interpretation the ice lobe outlined by the Edinburg and Holt moraines 

would be pre-Two Creeks in age. However, if Leighton's interpretation (1957b, 

p. 1037-1038) is accepted (that the Big Stone moraine marks the ·may.1mum limits of 

the Valder's advance of Thwaites), then the lobe· would represent an advance that 

followed at least two earlier and further advances of Thvlaites' Valders ice. It is 

not clear what relation the lobe bears to Thwaites· Valders ice margin as interpreted 

by Wright in M1nnesota~· His belief, however, that the Valders maximumbf 'rhwaites 

was marked by the St~ Louis lobe whose margin eXtended·toward northwest Minnesota 

(1957, paper presented 'at 5th-Congress of the International Quaternary Association, .' 

Madrid), suggests to the writers' that his Valders drift border: in1ght possibly correlate 

with the position of the Holt and Edmburg mcraines. 

Radiocarbon dates ~n Lake'Agassiz' sediments and associated deltafc deposits 

are' not ·helpful in dete~minitlg'the age of this la'st ice lobe that occupied North Dakota. 

The dates range f!'Om 12,400;' 420 years (Sample Y-165, dating by acetylene method -
is accepted as most accurate) to 8,020 f 100 years' (Sample Y-416) and, thus, span 

stadials of glaciation elsewhere that range from Cary glaciation in Iowa (Ruhe,: aubin, 

and Scholtes, 1957,' p~ &8'5) to well into Th~J.j"aites· Valders 'glaciation in the western 

Great Lakes region (Wright, 1957, paper presented before 5th Congress of the Inter

national Quaternary Association, Madrid). 

The !"adlocarbon dates of 9,930 f 230 years (SarnpleW-388) and 11,283:1 

700 years (Sample C-497) for wood underlying Lake AgassiZ deposits at Moorhead, 
- . 

Minn. also do not 'accurately·date the ice lobe that deposited the 'Holt and Edinburg 
,. 
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moraines whose borders lay 40 miles. north of the radiocarbon locality. The dated 

material, fOl:nd beneath 25 feet of varved lake deposits (1,800 varv-es) and ata 

depth of about 45 feet be.~ow the lake plain (Wright .and Rubin, 1956, p. 626, from 

Rosendahl, 1946, p •.289), obv'i.o1,;sly does not date the surface deposits of Lake 
. .. . ; 

Agassiz in this area. Even if the dating 
~ 

of thes'urface deposits was found to be 

reasonably close to that of the Q3.te of wood atthe carbon-1.4 site, only a minimum 

date would be furnished for the lobe that dep03ited the Holt and Edir.burg l!1oraines 

inasmuch as these. moraines stratigraphically underlie the surface cep~sits. The 

exact stratigraphic relation the moraines bear to the carbon-14 site is unknown. 

It might be postulated that the presence of deltaic deposits of glacial Lake 

Agassiz in the Assinlboine"Vailey near .Rosendale, Manitoba, wllich have nct been 
. .. . 

overridden by ice. and which are, interpreted from radiocarbon date.s to be of Two 

Creeks age (Elson, 1957, p. 999), does not' necessarily preclude the ice lobe that 
•. 

deposited the Holt and Edinburg moraine from being Thwaites· Valders ice. If 

'fh'tYaites· Valders ice moved southwestwa.rd c.ud south across southwestern Ontario 

and southeastern Manitoba, it 'is possible that the northwest margin of the lobe did 

not extend sufficiently far west to cover the dated deposits in the Assiniboine' Valley. 

The writers make no attempt to defend this hypothesis; it is presented merely for 

speculation and future i.nvestigation. 

Publication authorized by the Director , U. S. Geological SurV2Y. 
" :." 

This figure is an abridgment of detailed maps that have been compiled in 
conm~ction with the preparation of a glacial map of the United States east 
of the Rocky MoUntains by the Flint,' et 'ali .Committee • 

..... 
. .' 
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..l/	 Fl1.rit irihis mapping in South Dakota El,955, p. 55) divided the Wisconsin stage 
into the Iowan, Ta::ewell, Cary, and Mankato substages. In this fourfold sub
division, the Mankato as ueedpriorto 1957 by Wright (1956, p.19) and othe:.·s 
was regarded as ~rounger than the Two CreeklJ interstadial and equivalent to the 
Valders of Thwaites (1943, p. 87-144)'. ; Leighton (1957b, 1037-1038) proposed " . 
that Mankato be made a new substage (no longer equivalent to the '1alder3) 
antedating the Two Creeks interstadial and following the Car}' •. This revised 
classification was accepted by Wright (1957, p. 3-6). To avoid confusion, 
henceforth in thlspaper the new proposed substage antedating t.:i.e Two Creeks 
interstadial will be referred to as the Mankato as used by Leighton. 

-!I The glacial history of the Souds River lobe is discussed in gi'eater detail by 
Lemke (1958b, this guidebook). . 

~V	 See separate in pocket of gUiciebook entitled a Narrow Linear dfuml1ns near Velva, 
North Dakota" by R. W. 'Lemke for a detailed description of the drumlins and 
grooves and their significance to th~gla,clal history of the area. 

'. ,	 •• ••• .1, •• " • 

~As' the Martiri tnoraine Is tracednorthwestwatd up: onto the Coteaudu Missouri, 
its position becomes increasingly obscure in the very hummocky morainal "daad 
ice'll 'toPography ,thai characterlzesL'le'surfnce deposits' of much of the Coteau 
du ~ssoud. These sUl"face deposits, which were formerly known af: the Alta
mont morafile and later designated the Max: moraine by. Townsend and Jenke 
(1951, p. 842-858), are believed to be stagnation features or "dead lee" moraine 
in many places trathertban distinct' end mo'icUnes and represent mere than one' 
major ice advance. For this reason they are differentiated from the end moraines 
on figure 5~ 

.~ .". ' :~ 
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Table 1. P&rt18l history of claaa1tication of ths W:lBcons:lJ1 stage 1n the M1d1l8st.* 
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Some Reflections on. 

Certain Aspects of the Problems of the . 

Des Moines Lobe and Lake Agassiz 

. . . . 
In planning for this field conference Dr. Wilson M. Laird has suggested that 

I give my views concerning some p(:)bler.w of the Des Moines lobe and j~akeJ'..gassi:Z~ 

Inasmuch as I am preparing a formal pnp3rwith some new dates for pub~:tcation on 
. . 

this subject, I cffet the following '.n an "off the cuff" spirit, hoping that it wUI pro

mote dlscl~ssion durin'J the ccurse of the field trip. 

It is cIsar to most of us th':lt the Des Moines bbe is more compltcated than 

we had thought and th!:t the olderdepQs':ts ber.eath the drift of the Des Moines lobe .. -.. . . . . 

hold an intriguing record of eventa that took pla·:::e prior to,ele last glacfaltrans9ras~ 

sion. T!':e recognition of the proh!ams imrolved in thlr::, part of the.ciass'ic Pleistocene·' 

area of the wotld should stir:>.ulate a high interr,.H~t, e~peciclly amto the wlde,deploy
to" ~. 

ment of phenomena of'fers scperior advantc.ges to those of otherarcas •. 'rhere is great: 
". . .". . . ~ 

need for a systematic prograr.n of research under auspices that v/ill insure devoted 

and contbl'JouS c.ttention. 'vVhe n C:le recalls the ear.ty !'es~arch actfV1t1es .of the 70 ~ a, 
. '- . .' -.. t ~. • '.... .' . . .• -. ' . 

80's, 90's, and the early part of the pres.;.nt ce:.tury, we should be moved to a scale 

'., '.' '."1 

of effort commensurat~ with p!"esent large means and personnel. If a measure were '.,. ,"'~ .. ~ ~. 

by state; fecier;!l, unlVGra~t1, or f01J:ldat::on agencies and organize-tions would be 
. .- ,. .' ." ; .. ..-. ~:.apparent. 

An ex~ml:1atlon o!so:ne of our sc~entif~"c points of vie'"" may also be in place. 
• .' '. • • : ~ • -'I .' 

P·rccesses and l oesulting pheno:neno., rathe: thCiln crite.ri.a, ne2)Q emphesis. More 

aUention might also be given to an' ~ppra1sal of the relative lmportanceotevents in 

the natur~l histo::=-y of thin~sJ as a basis of classificntion. The eiD.t1oym.P-tltof the 
. . . 

, . 
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- ..- 0\ .,: _ _ • 

various sc!ences--no one of which is singied out by Nature--should be marshalled 
'. ~ ~,. . . " 

... Po " 

to the ClchlGvement of a better understar.ding of things, less to the development of 

specialties exclusive of the other. Hand in hane. with the fai'egoing is the matter of 

character and quality of pl~blicat::'ons, maz'shalling and weighing of the evidence as 

a whole, not just a pert of it. The evil of undue haste is hardly a part of science. 

"Suspended jud{;ment 1s the greatest triumph of intellectual discipline," says W. K. 

Brooks. 

Returning to the spec1.fic topic of the Deg Moines lobe, is it possible that it 

and the Lake Michigan lobe are counter-parts 1n two different ice f~elds, expressive 

of the same succession of climatic controls that prevailed d.uring the Cary, M::''l:<ato, 

and Valders? Inasmuch as the Lake Michigan lobe h~s had pr.otr.:'.~ted ~ystema1.3f~ 

study, with good coverage by topographic maps, a e~·l:"~ rE'-"il3;W of ~~g fea~l.lten f I 

belleve, would be good strategy on the part of tZlose ',,1';)0 w~i.!. sbdy 0<' w;:.~. -;,c.:\~~·~~m') 

to study tile Des Moines lobe. Ifot only ekes th6 La].-e M~~~!_I~.;;3n lc.c~ J!:'£f.?Ilf: ;~ 

record of the Cary, Mankato, and Valders Gub:;;tsges, but it ... Zf(.':<~s str-fdng evi'3;)nce 

of variations of climatic cont1.'ol during the Cary substage, a firm basis for div1(t~;lg 

the Cary into early I middle, and late episodes. Are these possibly rep!esenteclin 

the Des Moines lobe? 

Besides their si:nilarities, the Des Moines and Lake Michigan lobes have 

their differences. The Des Moines glaci£r had greater opportunity for deployment. 

The Lake Michigan lobe was opposed in its lateral movements on both sid.es by the 

opposing f04"ces and the resisting massea of the Green Bey and Saginaw lobes, the 

results favoring excavation of t.lte Lake Michigan basin. 

Unfortunately the morainal sequence on the floor of Lake Michigi1:: car..!:~t be 
o •• 

observed. We know little or nothing about the form or to?ography of th9 fh10r vi Lake 
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Michigan when the Mankato ice protruded into it, neither do we know how much the 

Mankato ice modified it in favor of a greater protrusion of the'Valders ice. 

If my readers were to regard these reflections as an epistle to the profession 

I could not dissent. But before I close I wish to refer to Leverett's work. No one 

today in the field of glacial geology can match his record of profound and extensive 

field studies. He did his mapping on the gro und • Doubtless if aerial-photographs 

had been available they certcdnly would have been of aid, but I am quite sure that 

he would have used them with caution.' In the period since the First World War, we 

have had a rash of enthusiasm over aer1al-p~tographs. This was followed by similar 
.;, ... _><~:.! ..," . . 

~: 0, ". _ 

or greater enthusiasm for radiocarbon dating. There Is reason for some elation in 

regard to either, but there is no substantial reason for that whidhgoes beyond good 

science. 
; . 

As long as we are human, no ~ne dare risk absolute confidence in ~e work 

of a colleague, even though his res~ct f~ h1In .~s high. My regard· for the ~'O~k. of ' 
"I: ~ ;<";':~~:{'~'... ;' . 

Leverett is of such an order of assurance that when someone' 'proPbses a revision I 

desire to know whether or not the new worker possessed a clo'se knowledge of Lever
, ' . 

ett's area and product, and has strong evidence with which 'to' oppose his views. 

Esp~cially is this my feeling about Le~rett's mapping and interpretation of 
'. 

the Big 
. ( 

:.:' '. 
Stone moraine. He has given us a ,coplplete description of It and' plausible reasons 

~. '," ~;. r .~"': 

fQr r~gardlng it as Substage 5 ofthEt,:W~scops~n stage. My own field obnervations, 
" . 

such as they have been, accord wtth,'Le.verett's. His classification 'of the Wisconsin .. ' 

stage is shown on the ~ccOmpanYlng map" Which, is fig-ute 5 from Levere'u's II Mo~air{9S 

and Shorelines of the Lake Superior Basin," U. S. Geol. sUrvey Prof. Paper 154A, 
. .:, : 

1929. 
, 

Radiocarbon dating. -- Radiocarbon dates, it is believed, should be regarded 

for the present as radiocarbon years', provided of course that they are good dates. 
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The question as to whether or not they represent solar years should be left for the 

further development of our knowledge of the character of the Pleistocene epoch. 

The question as to whether or not dates determined by the solid carbon method 
• 

should be used as scientific evidence until they have been re-checked by the gaseous 

method is deserving of,~erious consideration. Most or all laboratories have abandoned 

it. There are some solid carbon dates from the Des Moines lob.~ at critical places... ~. 

that have not been checked. This applies to dates from the Cook Quarry, Story 

County, and from Lizard Creek, Webster County, Iowa. The writer has developed a 

feeling of confidence in the c!9termlnaUons made by the Washington laboratory and 

feels that this laboratory should not let the Iowa situation rest where it is. 

In the literature, the two instances where dates have been re-checked, both 

the older and the newer dates are included.. This is inexcusable. In another case 

where the date by the solid carbon method is indeterminate, a II greater than.l date, 

the latter. continues to be used alongside the new date, as 1£ the former had spe~1fic 

significance. 

A critical point of view should also be cultivated in another aspect of the 

matter. However good the date may be, if it is the date of a peat bog that overlies a 
.: .-'. '., , 

drift deposit it should be used as the date of the peat and not as the date of the drift .. 

In concluding, I recall the time when the date of 11,283 -I 700 (solid carbon) 

was accepted for wood occurring at the base of a series of Lake Agassiz sediments 

at Moorhead, Minnesota. A recheck by the Waohington laboratory revised it to 

9,930 "" 280 years ~ The conclusions which were previously 'drawn 'must also be 

revised. The latter date lends plausibility to the view that the Big Stone moraine 

may be Valders. A ~etting up of this alternate view should be made ~or critical 

consideration along with Elson's interpretations. 

Morris M. Leighton 
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Pleistocene History of Southwestern Manitoba .J..I 

by John A. Elson..l/ 

•
Introduction 

This summary of the Pleistocene history of the area between Latitude 490


50 0 north and Longitude 980 - 1010 west is a revised abridgment of part of a guide 

book prepared for a field excursion sponsored by the Geologioal Survey of Canada in 

October, 1954. The mapping was a project of the Geological Survey of Canada; a 

detailed account of the geoloCTf is being prepared. The writer is grateful to the 

Geological Survey for permission to present this advance report of. !:he results, to 

Dr. R. C. Anderson for his assistance in preparing the original guide book whUe in 

the field, and to leanne B.Elson for editing and typing this revision. 

Early work was done on thiS area by Warren Upham (1896) wbo tJ:10uqht that 

the ice receded generally northeast over the whole area, .rather than mainly northwest

ward. Subsequently the area was remapped by W. A. Johnston (1934) who apparently 

accepted Upham's hypothesis Without question as far as southwestern Manitoba was 

concerned, but postulated two phases in the history of Lake Agassiz (Johnston, 1916, 

1946) • 

Preglacial features. 

A large preglacial valley (the ancestral Assiniboine) trends east at Brandon 

and probably extends northwest from Brandon and then west along the present 

QU'Appelle valley in Saskatchewan. The former Missouri River. vall·ey enters Canada 

near Estevan, Saskatchewan (Meneley, Christiansen, and Kupsch, 1957) and trends 
. . 

east and northeast to join the ancestral Assiniboine valley west of Brandon•. A 

tributary from North Dakota (the former Knife River) flowed northpast the west end 

of Turtle Mountain and Joined the ancestral Missouri Valley near Oak Lake, Manitoba. 
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Turtle Mountain was divided near the center by a small valley which extended north 

to Whitewater Lake, east to Killarney and southeast across the International Boundary. 

Early glaciations. 
Ill' 

The early Pleistocene rivers from the west carried gravel derived' from the 

Rocky Mountain area. Most of the stones are well-rounded quartzites and argillites 

from the Belt Series. Such gravel is exposed one mile east of the town of Souris, 

Manitoba. The presence of granite stones, which wele not derived from the Co:dillera 

but which probably were carried south from the Canadian Shield during an early 

glaciation, indicates that some of this gravel may be early Pleistocene in age. Other 

quartzite-argillite gravels containing higher proportions of granitoid stones from the 

Canadian Shield occur at Qu 'Appelle, Saskatchewan and in the Souris Valley east of 

Estevan, Saskatchewan. The increase in the proportion of granitoids may represent 

redeposition after an increasing number of glaciations. 

The last glaciation. 

There is sparse evidence of -i/isconsin substages other than the most recent 

ones in southern Manitoba. Widespread boulder pavements separatin'g an upper 

sandy t111 from a lower clayey till suggest a period of subaerial erosion, but weather

ing of the lower t11l has not been observed. Probably the boulder pavement 1s the 

product of sub-glac~al erosion. Spruce cones on Turtle Mountain and a piece of wood 

east of Holmfield have been reported in situations similar to that of the buried boulder 

pavement .. but properly documented evidence is lacking. 

Deqlaciation. 

Probably southern Manitoba was not deglaciated d14""ing the Wisconsin age 

until the final retreat of lee from the Port Huron-Altamont moraine system of Mankato 

age. The boulder pavement may represent the Mankato-Cary interval or an earlier 

interstadial. 63. 



The recession of the ice sheet was "influenced by a general eastward shift 

o(centersof outll~w in northern Saskat~hewan,Manltobaand Ontario so that the 

direction of ice movement acrO£G southern Manitoba shifted f!'Om southeast to south 

to southweEt. As the glacier thin.ned uplands such as Turtle Mountain, Moose 

Mountain, Riding Mou~ta1nand the Pembina Mountains split it into lobes that 

occupied the low areas and deposited marginal and interlobate featllres. 

Figu:,es 1 to 12 are sketc~l maps showing the deglaciation of southwestern 

Manitoba. For r.impl1cltjT only the moraines, lake basins, .and meltwcter channels 

1n use at the time.are shown •.. The.t?yms C?f Vifden, Brandon, Portage la Prairie, 
- '." . -. . ~ . 

Melita, KUlarney, and Morden, the International Boundary,. an~ TurtleMo~ntaln are . . .... - '. . . 

located for refe~en~e. 

Figure 1: When the i~e ~ar~ln re~eded to thelnterrl"ati6~arBoundary 'southwest of 

Morden it trended southwest, as lsindicated by washboard mOrailies south of 

Pembina Rive:. East of the Pembina MOWltalns the trend is unknown but it seems 

likely th~t the margine~endedsoutheast along an ice lobe which moved southward 

in the Red River valley •.. f.,s the southeast-:-flowing ice shrank tp,e Ree Riyer valley 

lobe was more or less static or else ad~anced slightly,but did not O})struct the 

Pembina Valley fo.r very long. 

As the northwestern ice between Turtle Mounta!nand Pembina Mountains 

~ithdrew it uncov~red ~art of the Pembina valley west of the Manitoba Escarpment 

and deposited an outwash train in 1t. Th1snow forms the highest terraces. During 

a pau~e in retreat the ice margin lay on the west and north sides of Turtle Mountain 

and extended east and southeast from Boissevain to Cartwright, and northe~st to meet 

the Red' River lebe near Cardinal. Extens!ve outwash fans wer~ deposited along the 

ice margin, and there was some ponding of meltwater and deposi.tion of end mora1n~. 
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Meltwater passed through the Pembina valley for the eastern two-thirds of this portion 

of the ice margin, and southeast across an outwash plain west of Cartwright for the 

western third. 

... By the phase shown in Figure I the ice margin had withdrawn from the position 

just described and extended 'east from Killarney and northeast along end moraine on 

the north side of the Pembina valley. Meltwater discharged through the Pembina 

valley and its western tributary, Whitemud Creek. Minor moraines were deposited 

east' of Killarney and north of Cartwright. The margin of the Red River valley lobe lay 

along the Manitoba Escarpment. 

Figure 2: The splitting of the vigorous Red River valley lobe from the shrinking north

western lobe became, more pronounced. A bedrock knob south of Brandon split the 
, ;.

southeast moving ice north of Turtle Mountain. South of it the ice withdrew westward 

leaving a series of minor moraines, while east and southeast of it the ice Withdrew 

northward very slowly and formed a major moraine on the east side of Pelican Lake. 

The Red River valley lobe advanced, slightly to the position of the Darlingford moraine 

on the Pembina Mountains ~ , 'South of Brandon an interlobate moraine, comprising the 

Brandon Hills and the ridge extending 15 miles s.outh, was deposited. Later, as the 

northwestern retreat continued this became the end moraine of the Red River valley 

lobe. During the recession to the position shown, drainage was concentrated in the 

re-entran~ between the two ice lobes and this retreating re-entrant determine the 

position of the Pembina valley. 

A small glacial lake formed in the Whitewater Lake basin north of Turtle 

Mountain and discharged eastward past Killarney through Pembina River. Extensive 
. ... . .. ~ ~ 

outwash was deposited on the north side of the' Pembina valley. 
" . 

Figure ~ Themar,gin of the Red Rive~' valley lobe fluctuated little duri~9 the next 
-. 

phases of the withdrawal of the northwestern ice. Southwest of Turtle Mountain, in 
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North Dakota, ,Lake Souris had been inexistence for some time, discharging south
. ... . ... 

westward throughSheyenn~.ill,ver (Lemke, 1951). A slight withdrawa10f the ice 

mar~in caused it to expand into Manitoba west of Turtle Mountain and also opened 

lower western outlets fer the small glacial lake north of Turtle Mountain. The eastern 

outlet of this small lake was abandoned. 

South of the Brandon Hills interlobate and end-moraine continued to accumulate. 

The division between the northwestern ice and the Red River Valley ice became more 

distinct, the latter taking the form. of a sub-lob9 flowing westward up the re-entrant 

in the Manitoba Escarpment created by the ancestral Ass!nlboine valley. At the head 

of the Pembina trench a' glacial lake formed in an tnterlobate position. 

(Note : the deep, flat-bottomed' valley that· eXtends eastward from south of Brandon 

to the· Manitoba Escarpment is referred to as tha Pembina trench. The Pembina .River' 

system occupies most of the trench;: ·but the upper part of the trench is part. of the 

Souris River system). 

Fiqut'c 4: The northwestern ice receded to a north-facing escarpment at Dand, about 

15 miles north of Turtle Mountain. The small glacial lake north of Turtle Mountain 

became a non-glacial feature. Glacial Lake Souris expanded north of the International 

Boundary; its deposits west of Turtle ,Mountain now have an altitude of about 1,560 

feet. Antler River, Ga1nsborough Creek, and Graham Creek, Jackso~ Creek, and 

Stony Creek were successive ice-marginal str~ams on the west sida-ot,the ice-lobe 
. ~.. ~ . ~ .:.;' . . 

in the Souris basin; all depdSit~(:~arge:quantities of outwash in the basin of glacial
 

Lake Souris. Ice-marCJin drainage along the escarpment north of Turtle Mountain near
 

Dand flowe~ northeastward in~o the glacial lake at the head of the Pe-mbiliatrench.
 

As the ice margin moved nort.-h)Qwer channels were opened. The lowest one became'
 

an outlet of glacial Lake Souris which s 1;Jbsequently. abandoned 'Us southern oil'tlot.
 
, .' { ; ," 
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The lake at the head of the Pembina trench expanded westward and northward. 

The northwestern ice probably separated from the Assiniboine sub-lobe which 

expanded westwald but did not keep in contact w:th the retreating northwestern ice. 

It overrode sediments deposited in the lake between the two lo!>es. 

The margin of the Red RiV'3r Valley lobe along the Tiger HUls and PeInbina 

Mountains was" essentially unchanged. 

Figure 5: Further retreat of the northwestern ice caused the glacial lake at the head 

of the Pembina trench to merge Yi1.th Lake Souris • By this time Lake' Souris had 

subsided so that it occupied only a fraction of the original lake" basin south of the 

International Boundary •. Lake Sourts, at Us maximum extent in Manitoba, stood at 

an altitude of about 1500 feet at the latitude of Melita. Because of post-glacial 

tUting which probably amounts to rnore than 2 feet per mUe, and the lack of well-

defined strandlines, the lake levelS are not weil" known. 

Rock knobs northeast of Virden caused crevasslng of the thinning northwestern 
.. ice and in the crevasses the stratified drift of the Arrow Hills was deposited • 

The southwestern margin of the retreating northwest ic~ was marked 1n 

succession by Jackson Creek, Stoney Creek, Pipestone Creek, Gopher Creek and 

smaller unnamed streams. Lake Souris, now mostly within Canada, discharged 

through the PeIr.b1na trench. 

Except 1n the vicinity of Brandon wh;3re the A.ssin1boine ~ub-Iobe advanced a 

few m~les westward, the margin of the Red River valley lobe was stationary. In the 

re-ent."e.nt between R9d River valley ice and the Manitoba Escarpment the debris 

eroded from the .pembina trench collected 1n an alluvial fan or delta. 

Figure 6: As the northwest ice withdrew from the Souris !Jasin successive margin 

positions were marked by Arrow River and Niso Creek, by Minnewashta Creek and by 
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numerous minor moraines. ' M~ltwatet from this tce discharged lnto Lake Hind through 

Pipe~tone Creek and Ass1ntb01ne River. 'Proglacial Lake Hind is named for Henry 

YouleHlnd who explored southwestern Manito'ba 1n 1858 and who made several 
, , 

contributions to glac1al geology 'including theanticipatlon of pebble fabric studies 
, , 

in till. 'Lake Hind began when erosion deepened the Pembina trench and lowered the 

level of Lake Souris so that the basin became; dry' south of Melita. Several braided 

channels camed drainage from the southern part of the basin northward lr?m the 

International Boundary to Melita ~ , Sediment eroded from thece channels accumulated 

to form a delta at Melita, and subsequently, younger deltas at Napinka and near . '.. - ". 

Lauder as erosion lowered the Pembina trench outlet. The successive levels of Lake . ..' .-" . 

Hind represented by these d~ltas were about 1470, 1460, and 1435 feet respectively. 
- . . " -'- .,' , . 

,Terraces representing.the Melita and Lauder phaf?eS occur in the Pembina trench. 

During the Melita and Napinka phases of Lake Hind the margin of the }led 
. . '. . '.' - '. 

, 
River valley ice was almos~ stationary. A lake ,pondEld north,of, the Tiger Hills at the 

west end spilled southward acr~ss the moraine through what ~as since become part 

of the Souris Valley. Another Dmall glacial lake formed north of the eastern part of 

the Tiger HUls and discharged across them thro:U9h the Dry River, valley into the 

Pembina trench. 

Figure 7: The Assiniboine sub-lobe retreated northward !rom the Brandon Hills and 

a lake that had :formed southwest of Brandon merged' With the lake at the east end of 

the Tiger Hills; this larger lake discharged southward through the Souris Valley and 

Pembina trench. Then the ice further east withdrew and all the lakes north of the 

Tiger Hills merged to form the Brandon Lake (Upham, 1896). The Souris valley outlet 

was abandoned for the lower Dry River outlet. Assiniboine River flowed into the west 

end of the Brandon lake. 
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Farther west, in Saskatchewan, the ice sheet still extended south of the 

Qu'P.ppelle valley, and discharge from glacial Lake Regina flowed through the Soud:; 

valley across the dry bed of Lake Hind and through the Pembina trench • 

• 
In the east the Red River lobe was retreating nOlthward across the basin of 

Lake Agassiz. However, Lake Agassiz apparently did not stand at its highest level 

at this time; probably an eastern outlet kept the lake at a level lower than its soutnern 

outlet at Lake Traverse, Minnesota. 

Figure 13..i.. Continued ice-margin retreat enlarged the Brandon Lake and opened an 

outlet channel eastward around the north end of the Pembina Mountains that was 

lower than the Dry River outlet. The resultant lowering caused the west margin of 

the Brandon Lake to shift eastward. 

In the east the Lake Agassiz 1:Jasin continued to enlarge as the ice shrank 

northward. In the west, north of Brandon, end moraine was deposited near Rivers 

"

and a body of ice became detached and stagnated in a ba,sln that later became part 

of the present Assiniboine valley. 

figure 9: The ice margin retrea.ted north from the Pembina Mountains and the Brandon 

Lake was drained. The present Assinihoine Valley west of.Brandon was established. 

Lake Agassiz appears to have risen during ·this phase, p03sibly when a minor ice 

ad"'.i-ance or crustal warping In western Ontario closed a lower ~utlel and shifted the 

drainage south to the higher Lake Traverse channel • ..1./ Ass1niboine River began 

to deposit a delta !n Lake Agassiz • 

. . 
By the end of this phase the northwe.stern ice margin in Saskatchewan stood 

north of Qu'Appelle valley, and glacial meltwater west of the Manitoba escarpment 
,-' 

passed through Assinibolne River. As a result, the dlscha!'ge of Souris River was 

greatly reduced. 
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Figure 10: Assiniboine River deposited large quantities of gravel, sand, silt, and 

clay in Lake Agassiz east of Brandon, forming the- As~iniboine delta. Hlgh~level 

strandlines (scarps and beach ridges) of Lake Age.ssiz a.1so formed. The Assinlboine 

..and Qu'AppelJ.e valleys were eroded to their present depths and the Assiniboine delta 

attained its present 6};:tent before the· level of Lake Agassiz fell much below 1250 feet. 

As the southem (Lake Trav3rse) oc.tlet was cut down the lake subsided forming a 

seque:lce of strandlines (Johnston, 1946). When berirock stopped fu.-ther lowering of 

the Lake Traverse outlet and the lake level remained constant, the Camp~Jell strand':' 

line, generally a scarp with a large beach deposit at the toe, was formed. It represen~~·: 

a former water level of about 1040 :feet above sea level at the International Boundary. 

Figure 11: Opening of an eastern outlet caused by ice recession during the Two 

Creeks interval lowered the level of Lake Agassiz to 830 feet or less in the vicinity 

of Portage la Prairie, and the lake may have been drained. Valleys were initiated in 

the comparatively steep foreset slope of the Assiniboine delta, and Assiniboine River 
, '.:. 

cut deeply into the delta. This delevelling gave impetus to the headward growth ot 

a small tributary of Assiniboine R!\.-er that qrew southwestward tOVlfu-ds the channel 

across the Tiger Hills moraine that was eroded early in the history of the Brandon 

Lake. The Pembina valley was deepened west oithe eecarpment and a valley cut 

through the Pembina delta (alluvial fan?l. 

At this time, about 11,000 (Plus) years ago (Elson, 1957; Motr, 1957), the 
. 

climate was such that modern freshwater and terrestrial' gastropod fa.una entered the 

region {Mozley, 1934); the flora suggests a climate similar to the present one ( J. 

Terasmae , Geol. Surv. Canada, personal communication) ~ 

Figure 12: Advancing Valders ice closed the eastern outlet of the Agassiz basin and 

Lake Agassiz II was formed I' Undoubtedly crustal warping also affected the eastern 

outlets and was panly responsible for the formation of this lake. 'rhe ice margin 
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probably advanced no farther than The Pas moraine on the west side of the Agassiz 

basin. Radiocarbon dates of alluvial f111s in Asslniboine and Pembina valleys 

(Preston, Person, and Deevey, 1955; Barendsen, Deevey, and Gralenski, 1957) 

indicate that the lake attained a level of about 1140 feet about 8,000 years ago • 

.- Probably an alluvial fan deposited in the Lake Traverse outlet du."i.ng the Lake Agassiz 

r - II interval caused the lake level to rise higher than the bedrock s111 (and the 

Campbell shore), but once overflowed the alluvial dam was rapidly swept away and 

the lake subsided to the Campbell level. 

Inoreased precipitation accompanying the Valders ice advance caused the 

small tributary of the Assiniboine at the west end of the Tiger Hills to erode head-ward 

through the spUlway across the Tiger Hills moraine and capture Souris River. After 

this oapture, alluvial fans of the major tributaries of the pembina trenoh dammed it 

to produce the present lakes. 

Early man hunted on the shores of Lake Agassiz II. Agate Basin (Long site) 

projeotile points, dated at about 7,000 years, are found around but not within the 
: 

basin. Older projeotile points (Plainview, Folsom, Scotts Bluff) also have been 

found west of the Campbell strandl1ne (R. S. MaoNeish, unpublished). Younger 

preceramlc points of a type dated elsewhere at about 3, 400 years have been found in 

the Pembina trench (Viokers, 1948) and within the Lake AgassiZ II basin (MacNef.sh, 

unpublished). Hence, Lake Agas siz II existed until perhaps 5,000 years ago. 

Postglacial History. 

Retreat of Valders ice in western Ontario again opened low outlets, Lake 
, ." . 

Agassiz subsided intermittently, and its area decreased. Ultimately a nOl"thern outlet 

opened and the lake was drained. During pauses in subsidence many strandlines were 

formed at levels lower than the Campbell shore. These were tUted s<?uthward as the 

land in the north recoiled from glaciation, but the tilting 1s much less than that of the 
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strandlines higher than the Campbell. 

Asslniboine River and Pembina River eroded their valley fills, leavin~ paired 

and non-paired terraces. Eolian sand derivedfrom·the Assin1bo1ne delta dr1ft~d across 

some of the paired tenaces hl the Asslnlboine valley. 

Postglacial phenomena !.nclude the accumulation of alluvilull (stUI taking 

place) on river flood plains and on alluvial fan~ wherever there is an abrupt change 

of slope; Assinibolne R1ver east of Portage la Prairie, several small st:..~am3 flowing 

down the Manito~a Escarpment (Pembina Moun~ains), Cypress River, an.d Pipestone 

Creek all are depositing allu~ul fans. Several buried seil profij~srepresent1n9 

periods of stabllity between periods of wind erosion and de.position have been 

observed in sand dunes. An azonal so11. was, buried ~ the Cypress River alluvial f~n
.' . . . -. 

appro~:1mately 3,000 years ago (Preston, Person, and D~evey,1955). Several lakes 
. ." - ' '. ~ 

in the Tiger Hills lack outlets and their basins have multiple stran.dlines that reflect . '. . 

change:; 1n climate of the region. Lake levels are now comparatively lc;>w but not as 

low as they were prior to settlement of the region 1~ the 1.660 's. Small involutions 
. , ~. . . 

and fossll ice wedge forms occur, but these may form under the present climatic 
. . ..... .. 

conditions. Humtfied polygonal patterns in~the B.horizon.ln clayey silt may originate 
~ ,. . . . , 

eith.er as frost or as dessication features, and also, may be produced by the prese~t 

climate. More data are necessary before these phenomena can be integrated into a 
. - .' ; . ~. "' '. .'. 

coherent history of postglacial events. 

-!I Preoented with the permiss~on of the Director, Geological survey of Canada .. 

J.I Department of Geological Sciences, McGill University" Montreal, Canada. 
'. . . . 

..l./ The writer's early hypothesis (Elson, 1955j of a·low level or dry phase in the 
history of Lake Agassiz I was based on a mass of permissive evidence and now takes 
second place to a hypothesis of Lake Agassiz I having ,a generally ~a1l1n9 level with 
fluctuations. The evidence, sUll not conclUSive, involves stratigraphy in the lake 
basin, the c~racter of the Assin1bo~neandPembina deltas, alluvial fills 1n the 
Pembina and Assinlboine valleys, and probable eastern outlets, a~d 1s too detailed 
for presenti;ltion here. 
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by 

Ir. lS48, Lelan.d Horberg spent a month studying a system of low Inters ec,lng 

~'h£ }-,::;',t Qi' i~dges as d~sc'dbed by Hor.berg is 10 to 25 miles wide and extends nortn

'.vc:rd !"O':'::!1 r:",:90 ne=:..-]y to VVirn.ipeg in the lowest a.nd flattest palt of the basin ulO;:t-:~ 

tt.:) Rs-c' Hi 'V'?:,". These ridges &re described in the ab~tract of his paper as follcwc: 

n:.ow ;. intersecting rici<;es, 3 -10 feet high and 75 - 500 feetvlid.e, with 

~ M'3{""'en::'ng ce.?Ies~icns ferm a fractur'e pattern which is Dtr1king~yrevealed on air;. 12 ',le 

r~":;j':::: ~'i ci t!:e flat I.;-.ke A~~s S;.2. plain The ridges occupy the axi.al part of the old0 

;.3)~:.:·__ f'in 1:i::d are k:,..,')wn tc extend from Fargo, No>.th Dakota, northwerd. to well 

beyopd -~~a Cdriaci1~'lr, ;)ounda:::y. Eecaase the ridges are composed entirely of t~e 

t:.r:!)~~' : Tl.g lake cla:'s and surface soils, thay cann::.t be explained by ordinary ag8f'.t.S I 

Sth':'~ c•• :; vli"ind, waves and currents, or glaclsfs. 

"It is propcsedthat the rid;;-:ls represer-t fr~2en-ground strlJC~ure3 formed 

('.UXi ~lg retrea~ oi the late vYisconsin ice. 'This is supported by the occurrence 0; 

pei:'ig ~dcial involutions! fossil ice wedges I and polygonal and nernrork soH patte:ns 

hi the lake sedimems"" 

Horbe:"gfaundthat the low ridges stand out on the aerial photogra;;hs as' light ' 

CO~OF~·:i strips and 'tJ:-~e intervening deples~ions,as anguldr d~~r-k-colo!'ed areas; the 

nom.fL';:it 13 due to mc!stwe and vegetation (see figure 1). 

Horberg mc.PP0d on U" So Deptc of Ag.·~culture 1: 20,000 scale aerial photos 0 

I \~~ed part of this same cO'Jera;Js in 1951 while studying somewhat similar features 

in nOl theastem Montana. lUte:' studying the photos in the office (field '{.\rC!'k in the 
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area has not been possible) I agree with most of Horberg's paper except for the state

ment (l954, p. 4) which indicates he found no evidence of superposition. On the 

aerial photos of Pembina and Walsh Counties I found abundant evidence of ridges 

"- cutting across previously formed ridges. An interpretation of one such area is shown 

in figure 1. Other cross-cutting relationships are shown on aerial photos covering 

the following localities. 

Photo No. Year County Section Township Range 

ZX-2E-68 1948 Pembina 5 T. 162 N. R. 51 w... 11 IIZX-2E-131 " " 
ZX-2E-138 " " 9 " " 

IIZX-2E-138 " " 21 " .. ;' .,
~ZX-2E-148 " 28 

Horberg's theory (Horberg, 1951, p. 15) that the ridges might have formed as 

fracture f1111ngs 1n lake ice seems to be more in accord with the evtdence than the 
-" 

theory that the ridges are tundra polygons (op. cit. p. 11) produced by ridging along 

a system of ice wedges in the frozen ground. Such a pattern of cross-cutting ridges 

could have formed in a shallow lake whose depth fluctuated 9r~at1y each year. 

Herberg suggested (oP. cit. p. 15) that the pattern of intersecting ridges appears to 

be the pattern of open fractures and leads which form at an early stage in the breakup 

of sea lee. liThe open fraotures result mainly from movement by the wind after initial 

melting near shore, but narrow fractures are caused by contraction at low tempera

tures. • • ... Horberg stated "fractures in the ice may have been enlarged by lake 

water and ridges produced by movements of the Ice blocks or dep~Sit10n along the 

enlarged fractures. • • • • the hypothesis breaks down by its fallure to explain the 

fact that at several places the ridges continue without illte1!uption across shore line~ 

and therefore are younger than the shore lines. II 
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The writer believes that in a fluctuating lake covered by several feet of lake 

ice, in which are numerous long narrow leads, long narrow ridges would form when 

the lake levei fell a~d the ice lay on the underlying soft lake sediments. The weight 
'J " 

of the ice would' force the soft sediments up into the cracks in the ice. These cracks 

would b~ of varying width and thus the great range in widths of the ridges can be 

explained. The squeezing of the laminated lake sediments up into the cracks would 

account for some of the disturbed bedding. The hypothetical events must have 

occurred during the last fluctuations of Lake Agassiz during a slight readvance of the . . 

ice front tn.Canada· when the lake l~velrose 'slightly above the preViously formed 

Assowa Beach. In this way, the presence of the ridges across the beach could be 

explained. The cross-cutting relationships displayed on the photos formed during 

successive years as the lake rose arid fell each summer and winter. New leads 
i ; ;, 

. . . 
. '.:"" , '. ~:. - . -;. i. • 

formed and their outline was impressed across older -lead impressions as the lake 
. , 

i . ~ 

level fell. This process also accounts for the poor pres.erva1;~,on and irregular outline 

of some of th~ older ridges. The weight of the ice pressing down on the older ridges 

would tend to flatten and subdue them •. In places~at least 5 generations cf ridges 
.. f" . I; • 

can be seen. 
: I; : I.. ••.• • •• 

. One. o~ Horberg' s co~diu~'i~~S (bp" ·cit. p. 16) is: II The riegE: patter~' ~~~ b'~: 
, > J .. ,.';'. .: .••~ ;. 

explained most directly by inheritance fr6m'irregularities due. to fractures in the lake 
.~ ; ~(.:" ."! . - .~": -; '." . . . . '. :. ~.~.' : _.:,. . 

ice. In this ca~e fracture systems from'inore than:·onef-eee~e.-over of the lake could 

have been superposed to form the complex intersection, but the con~istent trends of 

the ridges and their continuity across shorelines remain major objections." The 

writer beHaves the field evidence supports the first half of this statement but that . : . 

the two objections are not valid. 

Publication authorized by the Director, U. S'~ Geological Survey ~ 
'" 
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Figure 1.	 Stereopair and sketch showing Colton's interpretation 
of erobseutting relationships of minor ridges in 
northeast part of sees. 5, T. 162 N., R. 51 W., Pembina 
County, North Dakota. Photos by U. S. Department of 
Agriculture, Commodity Stabilization Service, Photo 
ZX-2E-58 (to right) used by Horberg (1951, pl. 1). 
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Use of Photogrammetry in Mapping Be~ch Ridges of Glacial Lake Agassiz
 
in Traill County, North Dakota
 

By J. W • BroC?~art..v 

In 1957 the U. S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the North Dakota 

State Water Conservation Commission and the North Dakota Geological Survey, 

started an investigation of the ground-water resources of TraUl County, North Dakota. 

Earlier ground-water studies by DennisY and Dennis and AkinY and a preliminary 

reconnaissance by the author indicated that the only source of relatively large 

amounts of ground water of good quality would be the beach deposits of glacial Lake 

AgassiZ, and that a detailed map of the beach ridges would be needed. There is no 

topographic-map coverage of the county. Upham's mapY shows the approximate 

location of the beach ridges but is not sufficiently detailed for locating well sites. 

The beach ridges can be identified easily in the field at some locations, but at others 

postlake erosion and cultivation have masked the ridges to the extent that they can 

be detected only by running a. level line across the area, or by drilling test holes. 

Aerial photos of the county were studied, but they were o~ little help except 

where the beach ridges Vlere topographically prominent. It was decided, L'lerefore, 

to try photogrammetric projection to see if the beach ridges could be detected. 

The U. S. Geological Survey made diapositives for a Kelsh projector from 

U. S. Army photos taken at 30:000 feet. When a model was set up, about 26 to 30 

square miles could be seen stereoscopically. T\''ienty-eight models were used to 

cover the western and central parts of the county where the beach ridges occur. By 

careful study of the model it was possible to trace the beac!". 11dge3 in areas where 

othelWise they could be found only by running level lines or drUl1ng. Where the 

beach ridges have this subdued topographic expression they can be detected on Lie 

model by slight differences in vegetal growth and in color of the topsoH. The 
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differences in the growth of vegetation are probably due to soil dlfferences which in 

tum are due to the greater percentage of sand in the beach ridges. 

At this wn.t1ng, only about 15 percent of the area mapped by photogrammetric 

means has been checked in the field by levels. augerj.ng, and test drilling, but. 

wherever a check has been made, the subdued ridges have been found as mapped 

from the photogrammetric model. Should this method prove successful in the rest of 
. . 

the area and in others on the Lake Agassiz plain, the big advantage would be in the 

amount of time saved. It took about 5 working days to map all the beech ridges in 

TraW County by photogrammetry, whereas it would take at least 50 working days to 

do the same job in the field. 

District geologist, Ground Water Branch, U. S. Geological Survey, Grand Forks,l./ 
North Dakota.
 
Dennis, P. E., 1947, Ground water near Buxton, Traill County, North Dakota:
V 
North Dakota Ground ",Vater StudiesNo.5· 
Dennis, P. E., and Akin, P. D., 1950, Ground Water in the Portland area, TraillV 
County, North Dakota: North Dakota Ground-water Studies No. 15.
 
Upham, Warren, 1896, The glacial Lake Agassiz: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon. 25,
!I 
pIs. 28 and 29. 
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.' A SummarY of the Pleistocene and Recent History of the :Devils Lake Area
 
by
 

Miller Hansen
 
Assistant State Geologist
 

Abstract 

Retreating glaciers deposited end moraines and outwash south of the Devil., 

Lake area. Devils Lake was formed when the ice frontvdthdrew still farther, freeir.g 
. . -.' 

of ice the pre-glacial channel north of the till-mantled Sully's HUI and Crow Hills 
. . 

areas. Devils Lako received a flood of meltwaters 'which overflowed to the aouth 

through several channels into the SheYenne drainage. When innow diminished 'so 

that the lowest divide was no longer topped by the lake waters, Devils Lake becanie 

an undrained baDin. Since that time the lake level has generally declined, and the 

lake- \\~ters have become -increasingly mineralized. 

If present plansmateriaUze, water from the' Missouri River Basin project ~iil. 

be diVerted through a series of canals to restore ~vUs Lake to the 14ZS' lavel, and 

an outlet \~illbe proVided via Stump Lake to the Sh<?yenne River. 

Introduction 

Devils and Stump lakes occupy a portion of a pre-glacial drainage system 

which dUring glacial time was scooped out by the ice in some places and filled with 

glacial debris in othe:-s. 

The severel papers available on the Devils Lake region of North Dakota are 

shown in the bibli.:>graphy. Sit1ce not all of the reports are accornp~n1ed by maps, 

the reader is refe::-ed to the n~merOU!3 topograprJ.c and geologic maps of this area. 

This paper is intended only as a review of existing publications and no new material 

is presented. 
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Last Glaciation in the DeVils Lake Area 

Outwash deposits, glacial spHlways, and end moraines are conspicuous in 

the Plora, Oberon, and Tokio quadrangles just south of DevUs Lake. All these fea

tures were formed during the final withdrawal of the glacier. South of the Sheyenne ' 

river the Heimdal moraine marks an lee front which was maintained for some time with 

advance and wastage of the glacier nearly at equilibrium. North of the, Sheyenne river 

the ice front was again stabili'zed forming the North Viking moraine after a recession 

during which the ice melted very rapidly. Between these two prominent end =noraines 

the main area covered by outwash lies north of the Sheyenne River. An exception to 

this statement is noted in the western part of the Tokio quadrangle where the Heimdal 

and North Viking moraines are 'separated only by the channel of the Sheyenne. There 

is a large outwash area south of the river and southeast of the Helmdal moraine in 

the Tokio and eastern Oberon quadrangles • 

There are prominent spillways in each of the three quadrangles mentioned 

above, which cnrried meltwaters into the She:-er:.ne drainage. Since the elevations of 

the divides of most of the spillways are about 100' higher than the highest known' 

level of Devils Lake, it seems likely that 'these watercourses were used only while 

the ice front was at or near the Une of t.1ote North Viking moraine. In the north-central 

part of the Oberon quadrangle, Crow Hills coulee with, a divide elevation of about 

1470' probably continued to drain meltwaters to the south for a longer period. 

Origin and Early History of Devils lake 

As the ice front continued to recede to the north away from the Sully's ~Ull

Crow Hills area in' the northern part of the Tokio and Oberon quadrangles, a portion 

of a pre-glacial r1ver channel was finally freed of ice and in this long irregular basin 

Pleistocene DeVils Lake and Stump Lake were formed, resulting in a chain of lakes 
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which exceeded 40 miles in length. Trending east sOJ,ltheast this group of lakes 

conslcted of the- West -Bay of Devils Lake (now dry) Main Bay, East Bay and Lamoreaux 

Bay which is now called East Devils Lake. From East Devils Lake an outlet calTied 

overflow from Devils Lake to Stump Lake which in turn ove!flowed at various times 

through three different channels into the Sheyenne _drainage. 

As the flood of meltwatera declined the various channels were successively 

abandoned. It is probable that the last spillway to be abandoned.was the· one .which_ 

flowed from the south end of the west bay of Stump Lake into the Sheyenne through: 

Big Stoney Coulee. 

With the abandonment of.the last- spillway the Devils and Stump-l~ke area 

became an undrained -basin and the water of th~ lakes has beco.me increasingly_ ,.-

mir..eralized. 

VariOUS figures, most of which vary Within reaeonable limits, ,have bee~_ given. 

for the elevation of the highest strand line of the lake. It appears that the 1~50' 

contour can be taken as a rough average and considered the highest level at which 

the lake maintained itself long enough to develop a well defined stran<i-llne which 

can be traced around both Devils and Stump -lakes-. A second strand l1~e, be~t devel

oped around Devils Lake, is found at 1445' and belowJhts elevation are several more 

which are not easily traced for more-than shult distances. _ 

Cl:Ufs were developed along'the strand lines on the south shere of DevUs 

Lake, where the beaches consist of Pierre shale fragments and,lesser amounts of sand 

and gravel from the drift. Along the greater portion of the fihorel1I1e however, the 
.; . : ~ . . .. . . 

beaches were cut in till, and res1dual boulders pave the old beaches in several areas. 

The higher of the two old strand lines can be seen Just west of State Highw~y 

20 about half a mile south of th~ JWlction of h~gh~ays·2 and 20 south ~f th~ ci~y of . 

Devils Lake. At that place several buildings are built on and near the old beach. 
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About three miles south of the same junction mentioned the old·;hOre·'line: tswelJ:') ." 

. ' .
sho~n neara group of houses west of the road. . .'. :. 

When the lake stood at the 1450' elevation-it covered an area-more than:three.. . 

times asgredt as at present, and the area covered by the lake when it-stood--at·the~ .le 

1445' elevation was not appreciably less. 

With the final wastage of the glaciers' so·that iilflow'was' dependenfupbn 

annual precipitation alone the lake le·veldecl1ned-. At least one wet cycle resulted· 

in inundation of stands of timber which enctoached:on the old lake flootdurlng:dry'" 

cycles. During a decline in the lake level prior to 1900 stumps still standing as 

they grew were expos:d by the receding waters in the shallower ar~as of bo~h DevUs 
~:- ~ -'~ .. ", f:: 

and Stump lakes. Logs'in great numbers had been washed up on the beachesof'Sttfmp 

Lake arid had been used for 'fuel and fence post's. From annular rin"gs:it was ·deter';;' .. 
'".. " 

mined that some of the logs had grown for 120 years or more and radio carbon det8rY:.1n
- '.•i '" ~ . .; "'::.' ~ -" ~ , . 

atlons on one specimen showed that t.lte tree had been dead for fidm 3'to ihundreci;;: 

years .' 

Recorded History of Levels of "DeVi-ls Lake .' 

Since records have been maintained the irregular but steady decline of the 
'. ," '.' 

lake level is shown by a high at an elevation of 1438 feet in 1867 which receded;to' ..: 

a low of 1401 feet in 1940. The wet cycle which began about '1940 resulted'-1n a r1~e 

of the lake level to ari elevation of about 1418 feet in 1956. Barring unusually wet 
.". '.- . . . ' 

or dry cycles it may be assumed that the level of Devils Lake will continue·todecline 

if nature is allowed to take its course • 

Prcpcsed Reclamation Project for the Devils Lake Area 

The U.· S. BUreau of Reclamation has plans for supplying water~o Devils Lake 
" , . " 

from the Garrison reservoir of the Missouri River Basin Project. Aser1es of canals' 
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is contemplated which will carry water from Garrison reservoir to DevUs Lake. 

AccordJng to present plans, water will ~e fed into Devils Lakevta Round, Stoney, 

and Long lakes south of Minnewaukan and the' lake will be restored to the 1425' level. 

'A feeder- canal to Stump Lake and an outlet canal from Stump Lake to the Sheyenne 

drainage are also to be built as part of the propOsed project. If these plans material-' 

ize,the mineralized water in -DevUs and Stump lakes will be freshened and eventually 

flushed out altogether.' The city of DevUs Lake Will be able to use the lake water for 

domestic purposes and the recreational facUlties of the areaWtll be improved. 
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Glacial history of the Souris River lobe, North Dakota..!!
 

By Richard W. Lemke
 

INTROD UC-fIO N
 

The Souris River ice lobe covered all of the terrdin now drained by the Souris 

River and its tributaries in north-central North Dakota. This paper discusses the 

glacial h1st~ry of this lobe and ~ts relation to the contemporary Leeds lobe to the 

east. Plate 1 (in pocket of. gUidebook) shows the relation of these two lobes to each 

other and the major glac18:~.features formed by them. 

The Coteau du rvl1~souri, a topographically-high glaciated part of the Great 

Plains Province, forms the southwest margin of the Souris River lobe area. All of the 

remainder of the area lies in the Central Lowland Province. The escarpment of the 

Coteau du Missouri, about 300 feet high in this area, forms a well-defined boundary 

between the two phys'iographic divisions. Northeast of the escarpment the surface 

in most places slopes gently to the n~rtheast toward the floor of glacial Lake Souris. 

The highest point on the Coteau du Missouri that could have been covered by the 

Souris River lobe is at an altitude of about 2300 feet. The lowest point in the area 

is in the Souris River valley at the International Boundary and is at an altitude of 

1410 feet. The Turtle Mountains, a drift covered mesa-like highland northeast of 

glacial lake Souris which separated the Souris River lobe and the Leeds lobe, 

locally exceeds 2500 feet. The Souris River flows southeastward Ll1to North Dakota 

from sou theastem Saskatchewan. Below Velva it turns northward and enters ManltC'~d 

to drain into Lake Winnipeg. The area within this bend is knovm tnformally as the 

Souris River loop area. The Riviere des Lacs, the main tributary of the Souris River, 

heads in Saskatchewan about 2 mUes north of the International Boundary and joins 

the Souris River about 7 miles northwest of Minot. 
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It is not known whether the area covered by the Souris River lobe in North 

Dakota was glaciated in pre-"Wisconsin time. However I at least three and pos~ibly 

four periods of glaciation of substage rank occurred in Wisconsin time in the area. 

(see paper in this gUidebook "Summary of the Pleistocene geology of North Dakota"). 

The drift of the Souris River lobe everywhere In the Souris River area forms the 

surface deposits except near Donnybrook (about 35 miles northwest of Mi~ot) where 

exposed till ofa probable older substage underlies the drift of the Sour!s Riv~r lobe 

(see paper in this gUidebo'ok "lrwo tills in the Donnybrook area"). 

The Souris River lobe and the Leeds lobe, both of which had the same SOUfGe 

of ice nourishment in Canada, advanced into north-central North Dakota from thenornl

west. The Leeds lobe moved around the east na~k of the ,Turtle Mountains and spread 
. . .:: 

out radially to the south. The Heimdal moraine marks its maximum advance • The 
.: .' - . 

SourlsRiver lobe moved southeastward from southeastern Saskatchewan and covered 

the Souris River area. Its culmination is marked by the Martin moraine. North of . 

Knox the Souris River apparently truncates or Qve,rrides end moraines of the Leeds 
- . 

lobe. In this same area there are randomly oriented sets of washboar:d moraines that 
. f.· ':" ,,;. 

probably represe~t overlapping by the two lobes during minor f1uctuat1~ns of their,,· 

ice fronts. Thus, it has' be'en necessary to make an arbitrary separation of the drift 
., '. . . 

of the two lobes in this area. 
. i· 

Comparison of the tills of the SourisRi~iandLeeds lobes 

The tills of the Souris River and the Leeds,lobe 'are nearit identical ill 

appearance. Both are light gray to grayish tan where oxidized and 'dark bluis'h gray 

where unoxidized. Oxidation generally extends to depths 'of 30"'10 50 feet, but le~ch~ 

ing does not extend below the B horizon of the soU. Both tills typically COnsist of 

about 25 percent clay size,' 40 percent s11t, 30 percent sand, and" 5 percent of 

particles larger than sand ,s,1ze. Both are highly calcareous. More than SO percent 
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· of the pebbles longer than half an inch are of carbonate rock types. Gm:;,Eb =O'lC~ 

gneissic rocks are ·next most abundant. Two materials, lignite chips and limonite 

blebs, are minor but characteristic constituents of the till of the Souris River lobe, 

but are rare or absent in till of the Leeds lobe. The till of the Leeds lobe, on the 

other hand, in many places eXClI!11ned, contains a much larger proportion of shale 

chips than does the t11l of the Souris River lobe. Whether these differences 1n 

mino: constituents can be used successfully in differentiating the tHIs where the 

two lobes overlapped has not yet been ascertained. 

History of Souris River lobe 

Work by Christiansen (1956, p. 1-35) in the Moose Mountain area in south

eastern Saskatchewan shows that the advance of the Mankato Ice sheet, which 

produced the Souris River lobe in North Dakota, moved across southeastern Saskatch

ewan from a northwesterly direction. As it moved into North Dakota, it occupied all 

the area between the Coteau du Missouri and the Turtle Mountains and may have 

extended up onto the Turtle Mountains themselves. Its terminus is marked by the 

Martin moraine that extends so uthward from the southeast end of the Turtle Mountains 

to the vicinity of Lincoln sag and then up onto the Coteau du Missouri where the 

identity of the Martin moraine westward becomes lost in the hummocky morainal 

topography that includes earlier drift. This moraine is distinctly concave to the north

west and suggests an advance of the ice lobe from that direction. More convincing 

proof of the direction of ice movement is afforded by southeast-trending linear drumlin~ 

y
and grooves in the Velva area (Lemke, 1958) • These features were formed at the 

base of the ice parallel to the direction of movement. Low, arcuate washboard 

moraines, concave to the northwest in the same area, mark still stands of the 'tee 

front during its retreat to the northwest. 
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During deglaclat1on~ the areas"on top' of the ,Coteau du-Missouri and along 

the w~st a~d'so~~h flariksof theTUrtb{Mouhtainswere probably the first strips of 

land to eme~~e'ftOrn beneath the southwest and 'northeast flanks of the melting Souris 

River lobe ~ As the northecst flank of the lobe withdrew from the Turtle Mountains, 
. . 

a kame terrace, especially well develo'ped in the vicinity of Dunseith, was formed 

along the southwest edge of the Mountains. 'When the lobe had melted back several 

mUes from the escarpment of the Coteau du Missouri, southeast-tre!lding, ice-

marginal channels were formed along the southwest flank of the lobe. Mer fu."'ther 

recession of thiS side of the lobe, the valley of the Riviere des Lacs and the segment 

of the Souris River valley fr:om its confluence with the Riviere des Lacs to Velva were 

used as ice-marginal channels, but 1?elow Velva, the SouriS River valley was still 

blocked by ice and the meltwater was diverted southeastward. The diverted meltwater 

carved the Velva diversion channel (altitude of floor at head of channel is 1,590 feet) 
, , .. . 

and then emptied through the Aylmer diversion channel into the southern part of 

glacial Lake Souris, which was just CO,rning into e:cistence as the ice front melted 

back from the Martin moraine. ~s the southwest flank of the .ice lobe reoeded further 

to the northeast, the Velva channel was abandoned in favor of the lower Lake Hester 

channel (altitude of .floor at head of ~hannel is 1,575 feet). The Lake Hester channel 

first drained southeastward thr<?ugh the Aylmer diversion channel, and later through 

th$ Antelope Valley diversion channel into glacial Lake Souris. Later, a:ter further 

reces~ion of the southwest side of tile ice lobe, rnel~ater flowed through the Veren

drye divers.ion cr.,~~el (altitude of floor at head of channel is 1,555 feet) and into 

glacial Lake Souris, first down the Antelope valley diversion channel and later 

through a broad flat watercourse northeast of Karlsruhe. Later, when the front of 

the ice lobe had receded to a line just north 'of the Souris River east of Verendrye, 

the Verendrye diversion channel was abandoned and meltwater flowed directly down 

the Souris River valley into the lake w~ch was expanding northward as the ice receded. 
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When the southwest side of the lobe was reced~ng in the vicinity of Velva 

and Verendrye, meltWater was diverted from the Souris River valley in Canada 

through a shallow trench (floor altitude of 1,850 feet) into the Riviere des Lacs 

valley (see fig. 1). This diversion occurred when a bend in the Souris River at about 
o . . 

102 meridian in Canada was still blocked by ice. The volume of water discharging 
...... 

through this shallow trench seems to have been large for a short time and accorGing 

to Christiansen (1956, p. 28) this large discharge may have taken place when glacial 

Lake Arcola along the south flank of Moose Mountain in southeast Saskatchewan 

drained southward into the head of the Riviere des Lacs. The lower segment of this 

watercourse, from the shallow trench to the vicinity of Velva, was about 100 miles 

long'and had an average gradient of about 3 feet to the mUe. 

As the southwest side of the lobe melted back in the vicinity of the Internat

ional Boundary, the bend of the Souris River in Canada was freed of ice. The shallow 

trench between the Souris River and the Riviere des Lacs was abandoned and water 

flowed down the Souris River into North Dakota. According to Christiansen (1956, 

p. 25) the Souris River valley during its late-glacial·phase was used as a drainage-

way to partly drain glacial Lake Regina in Saskatchewan. Because of the difficulty 

of correlating terrace remnants in the Souris River valley, it is not known whether 

this lake water discharged into one of the diversion channels between Velva and 

Verendrye or whether it all emptied directly into glacial Lake Souris east of Verendrye. 

During early deglaciation of the lobe only the southeast end of glacial Lake 

Souris was in existence. Meltwater flowing down the Aylmer diversion channel and 

off the ice front was ponded to a height of about 1,560 feet. Por a short time lake 

water probably overflowed down the North Pork of the Sheyenne spillway (floor.
altitude at head of spillway is about 1,550 feet), and thence, was diverted throuc;h 

the Heimdal diversion channel into the James River valley to drain eventually into 
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the Gulf of Mexico.' As' far as is known this is the only time when water drained 

from the Souris River area into the Gulf of Mexico. Most of the. flow down the Heim

dal diversion channel, :lOwe~..er,was probably from .the front of the Leeds lobe which 

. at that time Vias marginal to the channel. 'i'his diversion down .the .l:ieimdaldiversion 

channel was possible only because the front of the Leeds· lobe stUl stood at the 

Heimdal moraine. Because all ~le lower ground to the north was still covered by ice, 

vIator could not flow t~ough the lOVler outlet la~er used by meltwaters flowing down 

the Sheyenne River valle~'to glacial Lake Agassiz. The 'Leeds lobe, therefore, was 

still ht or near its maximum extent after considerable shrinkage o!the Souris River 

lobe had already occurred. The southwest side of the Souris River lobe at that time 

probably had melted far enough back so that meltwater flowed down the Riviere des 

Lacs valley then down the Souris'Rlvervalley to the, Velva.diversipIl;c1'lannel. 

As the front of the SOuris River lobe shrank, the edge of the lake followed the 

ice fi'ontback and progres'slvely increased· in size northward. 8y the time the J'lDtelope 

valley diversion channel was formed, the Gitard4ke..s·pil.1way,wasprobably just 

beginning to come into eY.1stence...This 3.plllway, Qontinuedtp be used until its 
.; . ':;' .... .'. . .
 

threshold was cut down to an altitude of 1,510 feet. By t~1s:time the lake extended
 
. . . . ". '. ."'.. .., :' 

far enough northward so that meltwaters flowi~9,d.ownthe ~quris River valley could 
.". ". \ 

empty directly into the lake a fewmi;les east of Verend.~e. 'rh1s is indicated by the 

fact that nOlth of this po1~t t."le high shoreline of the lake is at ana!tit'Jde of about 

1,510 feet; where:as,the high shore!lne soU1.'1 of th1spoint rises pr9gressively to a 

maximum' of about 1, 560 feet at the southern end,of the lake. 

When the Girard spillway came into. use# the .front of the Leads ,lobe had 

receded to about the position of the North Vlkinc; moraine. The Hetmdal diversion. 

channel was' abandoned in favor of lower ground to the north and, the spUlw61' waters, 

together with meltwater fro m the Leeds lobe, incised the Sheyenn~,River valley and. 

drained into glacial Lake Agass1z o 
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When the southwest side of the Souris River lobe had shrank to a position 

northeast of the SourLs River abo~'e its confluence with the R1v1ere des Lacs, melt 

water cut many outwash channels , some more than 50 miles in length, along succes

sive posit1o~s marginal to t!le south~est side of the ice lobe in the Sou.'is loop area. 

Their flow to the southeast into the constantly northward expanding glacial Lake 

Sou!'is was transverse to t.'le slope of the ground moraine surface. Thus, each channel, 

as the ilank of the lobe receded to the northwest, was abandoned successively in 

favor of a lower ch3nne! closer to the ice margin and dow:1s19p.e to the northeast. 

In the complex braided network of outwash channels east of Minot, it appears that 

several channels may have carried meltwaters simultaneously and that the meltwaters 

flowed between numerous blocks of stagnant ice. 

As the front of the Souris River lo!)e receded into southeastern Saskatchewan, 

the low area along the Souris River in southwestern Manitoba was uncovered. Glacial 
.' 

Lake Souris expanded into this area and then drained eastward north of the Turtle 

Mountains into glacial Lake Agassiz down the Pe~"Jina trench. By this time the 

Leeds lobe had receded completely from I\]'orth Dakota and far enough northward In 

southern Manitoba to permit the eastward drainage of glacial Lake Souris in Manitoba. 
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Two tills in the Donnybrook area, North DakotaJl 

By Richard W. Lemke 
and Clifford A. Kaye 

INrROD UCTION . 

Two tills, separated by a boulder pavement and believed to belong to ,two 
e' 

different substages of the Wisconsin stage of glaciation, are exposed near Donny

brook in northwestern North Dakota. Figure 1 shows the location of exposures in 

respect to the rest of the State. These exposures are of particular interest because 

they are the only places in northwest and north-central North Dakota where tills of 

two distinct glaciations can be differentiated •. The purpose of this paper is to discuss 

the stratigraphic relations, compositions, and ages of the two tills. 

SETTING 

These tills are best exposed in a road cut of U. S. Highway S2, 1 1/2 miles 
,	 . 

."	 southeast of Donnybrook in the S'#/4 sec. 24, T. 158 N., R. 87 W. The"exposure 

is along the southwest valley wall of the Ri \o"iere des Lacs, a valley cut by glacial 

meltwater pre-last glaciation and used again by meltwater during deglaciation of the 

last ice sheet to cover the area. The boulder pavement that separates the two tills 

Is discernible in several places about one -third of the way up the northeast valley 

wall d1recUy across from the road'cut.. It also is well defined for a d1stance of about 

3 miles upstream from Donnybrook on 'the northeast side of the valley. The boulder 

pavement is,.less conspicuous on the southwest valleYwall but is discern1ble from 

the road cut upstream for about 1,000 feet where it projects into a Hme-enriched 

bed in a gravel pit. 

STRATIGRAPHIC REIATI()NS 

, Figure 2 sho:Ws the stratigraphic relations of the materials exposed in the road 

cut ~ A. maximum thickness of about 30 feet of older t111 is exposed. Intercalated in 
.~ 
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the lower t11l and contemporaneous with it are glaciofluvial deposits. The zone of 

boulders and cobbles separating the t\.'I1'O tills is generally less than 3 feet thick. tt 

dips down-valley and apparently represents a lag concentrate left by erosion of the 

lower t111, a,s shown by the fact that it clearly truncates the glaciofluvial deposits 

in that t11l~ . The younger t11l that overlies the boulder zone has a maximum thickness 

of SO feet. It contains no fossil soil horizons, or other evidence to suggest more 

than one substage of deposition after formation of the boulder zone. 

As mentioned previously, when the boulder zone in the highway cut i~ traced 

up-valley for about 1,000 feet, it ties into a conspicuous lime-rich zone about 6 

inches thick 111 the southwest face of a gravel pit •. Here .the. younger till dir~ctly 

overlies the lime-rich zone. Dtrectly underlying the lime-rich zone is a thick section, 

possibly as much as 200 feet, of steeply dipping and contorted beds. qf gravel, sand, 

and silt that apparently represent collapsed ice-contact deposits. Although much 

thicker and much more distorted, these deposit~ are sim!lar in composition to strati-

fled deposits intercalated in the lower Ullin the road cut and are believed to be part 

of the same deposits. None of the older till is exposed in this part of the pit, but, 

in the northeast part of the pit, till that resembles in composition the older till in the 

" 

road cut overlies the collapsed ice-contact deposits. Apparently 'this is a mass of 

the older till that intercalates with the ice-contact deposits and wedges out toward 

the southwest end of the pit (see figure 3). The beds of 'the stratified ice:"contact 
.. 

deposits are nearly vertical to slightly overturned, presumably owing to coila~se as 

a result of melting of supporting ice after deposition. The direction of drag of beds 

in contact with the till show that the overriding ice that deposited the till moved in 

a southwesterly direction. The orientation of lineations in the till also supports t11i8 

as s umption • 



DESCRIPTION OF THE rwo rILLS AND RELA'i'ED DEPOSITS 

Superficially, the two t11ls are similar. The older till, however, is light gray 

to light tan, whereas the upper till is consldera~ly darker. The color difference 

appears to be due to the fact that the older t111 is more oxidized although there has 

.'	 
not been sufficient weathering to decompose any of its contained pebbles. Both tills 

are highly calcareous and show no leaching effects. The older till is more compact 

than the younger tUI but contains numerous small irregular fractures 2 to 4 inches 

apart coated with a thin orange-brown f11m of iron oXide, or less commonly brownish-

black manganese oxide. The few fractures in the younger- till are not coated. 
.	 . 

The two tills are nearly identical lithologically. They appear to differ only 

in the amount of shale each contains. Of pebbles larger than half an inch- about 60 . 
'. • 1 

.' 

percent from each· till aI'~composed,of ~imestone and dolomite., Granitic and gneissic 

pebbles are ne~ most abundant and constitute about, 15 percent. S:hale chips, ,a minor 

constituent in both tills 1s more than twice as abundant in th~ older till than in the 

younger till. The shale chips presumably were d~rivedfrom the Pierre shale ,either 

from Canada or northeastern North Dakota. Many of the p~bbles in the older till are 

speckled and mottled with manganese dendrites. but such mottling is almc;>st totally. 

absent 1n the younger till. As shown 1n table 1, mechanical analyses of the minus 

nix mesh fraction of both tills show a remarkQble similarity in grain si~e~; Bot~ tills 

also have a plasticity index of cbout 21. 

Table 1. Mechanical analyses of younger and older tills ~ 

Sieve (U. S. Standard) Younger till Older till 

Percent passing 

10 mesh 94 96 
9030 mesh 90 

40 mesh 88 87 
8160 mesh	 82 
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100 mesh 16 14 
200 mesh 61 66 
210 mesh 64 63 

Grain size (silt and clay'range 
determined by hydrometer 
method) 

0.04 mm. 61 61 
24.005 mm. 23 
16,.002 mm. 15 

.001 mm •. 9 9 

. Glaciofluvial deposits intercalated ·in the older tUl consist predominantly of 

cross-bedded sand beds and lesser amountS of finely laminated buff-cotored silt beds' 

and poorly towell-sorted gravel' beds • Many of thepebb!es are' mottled with dendr,ites 

identical' to th~se in the older till. The'compoSition of the deposits is slniilarto that . 

of the~ol(i"er' till. Tlie 9ra,,~ifiactionln both'the highway'C:ut:'and' fn'·tlfef gravel- pitr'<'-<>: 

contains abundant shale chips. Lignite chips also are 'abundant lif'both the sand arid ' ; 

gravel fractiomlin the pit. 

deftned 'pavement in'~~nie pla:Ces. It contains' bouldets1'4'1/2' 'feet 'lonq,althoughlhe" .. 

average'size is about 2 feet • MaIiy 'ot these :are polisl'iedandstrlated; on their: top' 

surfaces • 

. Thelime';'enC1ched zone in the,grave,l'plt'consists chieflyof'anqular.Qray shale.: 

fragments embedded in a calcareous clay matr,iK; both the shale and the clay', are, white 

when dry. Partly embedded, in th,e lime~e~Fi~~~d bed and e~en~lng slighqy into the 
.• -'. -, ~.. '. -:: . i .. '.~ _ ' ' : ~ . . '.'~ .~.:. ~:, ~:' 0' . ~ ': !. .'.:, ' , . 

overlyinq till are; a few cobbles and boulders that are pro1;labli' the continuation of 
_ .•. "' __ ~. .." .\. r .... ,~.# ••. ~ .••. ·. :.;. '4\_':,:','•. 1 

the boulder zone in the rvad cut. It 1s speculative whether the lime-enriched zone 

represents a poorly drained surface where lirae-rich sediments accumulated while the . , . . , .' 

:. :", ,····:1 • . , 

boulder pavement was. being formed elsewhere or whether.it is an eroded C horizon of 
: •• j ,l • ~ • 0 • • ' • 

a soil profile and represents a considerable interval of time between d~position of the 
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two tills. 

"Speculation on the ages of the tV/o tills. . 

As pointed out by Lemke and Colton (this guidehook) the Donnybrook area' 
" 

probably was glaciat~d at least during the Iowan, Tazewell, and Cary SUbstage~_of. 

the Wisconsin and may have been glaci&ted as late as post Two Creeks time. By 

tracing end moraines northwestward frem the carbon 14 site in Kidder County dated 

as Two Creeks age (see Moir, th!.s gUidebook), it can be demonstrated that the 
" .. 

surface til11n the Donnybrook area is at least post early Cary and could be as young 

as post Two Creeks. 

The surface till in the Donnybrook area was deposited by the southeast 

moving.Souris River lobe (Lemke, this guidebook). Inasmuch as the exposure 1.."'1. the 
'. . . . . . . ..". ~ , 

, .' 
road cut extends nearly to'the' top of the '~i!ey \vall, it is-reasonable to assume that 

~ . '. . 

at least the upper part of the tilloverlylng the boulder belt was deposited' by the 

•• Souris River lobe'. The general overaU homogeneity of the tUI section ab~ve the 

. 
~ot!lder pavement together with the absence of any fossil soils or erosional surfaces 

within it leads one to the concl:.:sion that only one substage of deposition is repre

sented by this upper tUI although it may represent readvances within this substage. 

The age of the till below the boulder pavement is also speculat1ve~ That this 

tUI does represent an older substage than the till above the boulder pavement is 

supported by: (1) the greater oxidation of the lower till, (2) the markedly greater 

shale content of this till than of the younger till suggesting a different d1.rection of 

ice advance or an earlier advance of some distance from the same direction, and 

(3) the presence of the boulder pavement and possible partial so11 profile. If the 

lime-enriched zone in the gravel is, indeed, a partial soil profile, strong SUP90rt is 

furnished for the assumptlon that the two tills belong to different substages. The 
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fact that the ice which deposited the lower t11l moved in a southwesterly direction, 

a:3 indicated from the exposure in the northeast part of the gravel pit, is not helpful 

in determining-to what substage the till belong3. As discussed by Lemke and Colton 

(this guIdebooK) the overall direction of ice advance of the Iowan, Tazewell, and 

Cary substages were all to the southwest. Moreover, the direction of ice advance 

within the RiViere des Lacs valley probably was controlled by the valley walls and 

had little or no regional significance. 

- 'Iri- summary. there is good evidence that the till overlying the boulde:- belt 

was deposited in post early Cary time and possibly as late as post -Two Creeks 0 The 

tUl underlYing the boulder belt probably-belongs to an older substage-and could be 

as old as Iowan • 

...!I Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Sur:vey. 
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Ice-crack moraines in northwestern NorthDako~a and northeastern Montana..ll 

by Roger B. Colton 
u. s. Geo'logical Sl1.!'V2Y 

.. Denver ,C;::olorado 

Introduction' 

~n um.:sual pattern of long narrow till ridges characterizes drift of Tar;e'!;ell 

(?) age in northwestern North Dakota and northeastern Montana. These rltig0s are 

interpreted to be ice-crack moraines formed as subglacial crevasse fill1r.gs. Tha 

purpos·e of th~s paper is to discuss the distribution, shape, and composition of these 

ridges, to speculate anew on their origin, and to point out their significance as 

indicators of the direction of ice movement ~ 
.; . 

The pattern of ice-crack mora1Jles was studied by several members of the U. 

S. Geological Survey during the course of detailed mapping in northwestern North 

Dakota and northeastern Montana. Colton's attention was called to these features 

in 1949.by Fred S. Jensen who mapped the Frazer, Nashua, and Glasgow quadrangles. 
~ 

in Montana while Colton was mapping the Otter Creek quadrangle south of Plentywood, 

Montana. The pattern was then called "the waffle pattern" (fig. 1). A few of the 

ridges of till occurred in the Otter Creek quadrangle but they were then thought to be 

reces s ional moraines. Both Arthur D. Howard and Irving J. Wltkind maDDed similar 

features north of Medicine Lake but thought they were recessional moraines (written 

communication) • 

Mapping actually began at both ends of the Montana belt of ice-crack moraines. 

Colton was assigned the area which remained to be mapped in 1950 and thus was in 

the position of having the overall picture available because most of the mapping had 
• 

been done. However, it was not until 1956 when high-altitude photographs were 

obtained that an overall map of the ice-crack moraines was made and the origin of 

these, features· became apParent. 



~ Distribution 

The preglacial valleys of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers were the main 

avenues of ad,,~nce each time glaciation of the area occurred. Wnat ac~,,~a:~y OCCl~::'.,-~ 

was valley glaciation on a grand scale. The lobe of ica that £lovled southwest and 

westward up the ancestral Missouri Rhrer Valley in Montana probably was 25 mUgs 

wide and approximately 150 miles long. The lobe that moved up the ancestral ~~j,;l.~('w-

stone River Valley probably was 100 miles long and approximately 20 n1iles wlC:~, Not 

included in the above approximations are the areas of slowly moving and almost 

stagnant ice along the edges of these two main avenues of ice movement. 
.. - . 

Four drift sheets have' been mapped in northwestern North Dakota and north

eastern Montana. The oldest has, been much eroded and consists of scattered patches
 

of till and a lag concentrate of erratics. This drift may have been deposited in pre
. . .. . 

Wisconsin time or in earliest Wisconsin time .. A much younger looking drift, 6f' 

Tazewell (?) age, is characterized by long narrow ridges of till called ice-crack 

moraines. ~n the northeast~rn part of the ai-ea, thlsdrift sheet is oVerl~in by very 
. '.' . ". . .' 

youthful drift of Cary age. Reconnaissance mapping elsewhere in North Dakota has 

indicated that an l~e fron't advanced a short distance into the area in Valders (?) 

time. The distribution of these drift 'sheets is shown on' plate 3 (in pocket). 

Nearly all the ice-crack morall~es are: in two discontinuous belts that roughly 

follow the margins o~ the preglacial valleys of the Yello~stoneand Missouri Rivers. 

The belt in the anqestral Missouri River Valley is 110 miles long and extends from 

N~shua to ,Coal~dge, ~ontana. Only a few gapsocc~ in the amazlrtg continuity of 

pattern and these occur because the ridges have been eroded away or have been 

covered by younger deposits. ' The width of the Nash~a-coalridgebelt ranges' from • 

5 to 20 miles. The 'average width is 7 miles. Typical of this belt are the areas west 

, 'and northwest or Oswego, Montana shown in figures I and 2. 
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The belt in the preglacial and present valley of the Yellowstone is very 

discontinuous and contains less than half as many ice-crack moraines as are in the 

Nashua-Coalridge belt. The belt in the yellowstone Valley.exteads from tu:.-ns, Mont. 

nearly to Alamo, N. Dak., a distance·.o! 85 miles. Nearly all the ice-crack moraines 

in the Burns-Alamo belt are in three groups. The .southernmost group, ;;e~:we2r:. Bl'ffiS 

. . 

and Sidney, is only a few miles wide •. The second group, northeast of Cartwright, 
.. 

N. Dak. is near the junotion of the Missouri and the Yellowstone. The third group, 

10 miles northeast of Williston, covers 5 townships. Most of the third group is 

outside of the Yellowstone River Valley • The ice-crack moraines east of the margin 

of the Yellowstone River Valley and north of Epping in T. 155 N., and R. 99 W·. are 

on a plain and the ice had probably stagnated over the whole plain qUickly. However, 

.. .' . 

the presenoe of the ice-crack moraines there is somewhat anomalous and more work 

needs to be done in that area. 

Shape and composition 

The ice-crack moraines of the Tazewell (?) drift are straight ridges coillposed 

of pebbly clayey till.' They are 50 to 100 feet wide and as much as 20 feet high and 

. . . 

2 1/2mlles long ~ The .longer ridges are parallel, 650 to 1,200 feet apart and average 

5 ridges per mife. Most of the ridges are long and parallel, others are short and 

intersect the long ridges at angles of 300 ,.. 450 
, and 900 

• In several areas the ridges 
.. 

form a geometric pattern (informally call~d "the waffle pattern") which resulted from 

a set of conjugate fractures (fig.· U. 

Several mechanical analyses were. made of samples of till from the ioe-crack 
" - . . '., ~ 

moraines near Wolf Point and Poplar, Mont. They indicate that .25 to 30 percent of 
~ ." 

the till is clay, 26 to 37 percent C?1 the till is. si.lt".25 ~o 40 percent is sand, and only 

2 to 6 per cent includes sizes larger than sand.~ 
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Some ice-crack moraines west of Oswego look as if they are younger than 

others. They were studied under the Kelsh plotter using high-altitude aerial photo

graphs (scale 1: 60, 000). The stereo image studied was at a scale of 1: 12, 000. Some 

ice-crack moraines cut across and drape over older ones (fig. 2). In a few areas 

there were at least three intervals of tee-crack moraine formations. These cross

cutting relations are best shown a few miles west of Oswego, both north and south 

of U. S. Highway No.2. Details of this area are illustrated in figure 2. 

Ice-crack moraines are easily seen on aerial photographs where cult!vation 

has occurred but are difficult to see in uncultivated areas because in plowed fields 

the dark A and B so11 zones have been blown or otherwise eroded off the ridges and 

the white lime-enriched C zone is exposed. This zone contrasts with the surrounding 

dark soil and consequently shows in pictures as a white line against a darker back~ 

ground (fig. I). 

Previous work 

The term "ice-crack moraines" was first used by Sproule (1939, p. 104) ·to 
.. 

describe narrow, generally sharp, ridges of sandy moraine crossing the country at 

right angles to the direction of ice movement in the Cree Lakes area, Saskatchewan, 

Canada. In that area, they are as much as 3 miles or more in length •.. The width of 

only a few is more than 100 yards and the majority are much narrower. The highest 

measured were '35 feet higb. In most places, they are parallel although separate sets 
. . :. . 

converge at acute angles. 

Ice-crack moraines in northeastern Montana were first described by F. A. 

Swenson (written communication, 1946). The same conclusions were presented in 

1955 (Swenson, 1955, p. 27 and 28): "These low gravelly ridges very likely represent 

fillings of crevasses that resulted from a system of Joints developed in the fracture • 
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zone of the lee mass while it was stl11 in motion. When the ice sheet stagnated, 

probably because the main ice mass VIas no longer abl~ to move southward over the 

divide between Hudson Say and the Gulf of Mexico, it thinned mainly by surface 

melting. Streams flowing across the surface ofthe ice sheet deposited their loads 
.> 

.. . 

into the existing crevasses; as melt1ngcontinued, these deposits were lowered onto 

the land underlying the ice. The finer grained materials remained in suspension 

longer and escaped with the water as it foUnd its way beneath the melting ice sheet. 

According to Flint (1947, 9. 17), stagnat1onof an ice sheet occurs when t118 rigid 

upper zone (zone of fracture) of a glacier extends down to thesubglacier floor. This 

zone is believed to extend down to depths of 100 feet to 200 fe6:t, and thus we, have 

a rough measure of ice thickness at the time the materials were accumulating ,in the 

crevasses. It is apparent that the ice mass Ylasin a stagnantcondit1on over a wide 

area; otherwise, the ridges would have been disturbed by further movement of·the ice 

: 
sheet. " 

.. I agree with Swenson that the ridges represent fillings. of crevasses in ice • 

However, the featur~s are not gravelly, but are composed of till•. No stfat1fie~ drift 

has been found in them and, therefore, they'were not formed by streams which flowed 

across the surface of the ice and washed their loads into the crevasses. Swenson's 

idea on the approximate thickness of the ice at the ti~e of formation of the ice-crack 

moraines seems reasonable but current thought on th~ depth of crevasses (Sel1gman, 

1955, p'. 514) limits them to adepth of 100 feet. 1 agree with Swenson (1955, P.28) 

"that the ice 'mass was in a stagnant condition over a wide area. tI Swenson goes on to 

say, (1955, p. 28) " othexwise, the ridges would have been disturbed by further move

ment of the ice sheet. It In a previous paragraph, I have explained that some of the 

ridges have been slightly disturbed by later movement as well as being superlmposed.. 
on each other. 
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Colton and Jensen (1953, p. 1542-1543) indicated erroneously, that the long 

axes of the long ridges (over 90 percent of the ice-crack moraines) are normal to the 

direction of ice movement. The orientation of the drift borders and the general shape 

of the ancestral Missouri Valley indicate that nearly everywhere the direction of ice 

movement was at an angle of 450 to the long axes of the long ice-crack moraines. 

The pattern made by the ice-crack moraines is comparable to the herring 

bone-like lateral shear crevasse patterns in many valley glaciers (fig. 3). Nye 

(1952, p. 89-91) indicated that if lateral stresses were negligJ.ble the principal axes 

. 0
of stress are everywhere at 45 to the edge. Hopkins (1862, p. 706) arrived at a 

mathematical conclusion that in a simple case of a valley glacier, marginalfissures 

should make angles of 450 with the axis of the glacier. Cloos (1929, p. 68) discussed 

the distribution of erevassesalongthe edges of valley glaciers and illustrated the 

. '0 
fact that such cervasses are usually oriented approximately 45 to the valley wall 

and the direction of the flow of the glacier (fig. 3). Charlesworth (1957, p. 46) 

stated that crevasses "point obliquely up the glacier from the edge, usually at 450 • 

but actually at an angle which varies with the glacier's thicknes'sand velocity. II 

These relationships are shoWn in ftgure 3. 

Summary 

Ice-crack moraines or subglc..cial crevasse fillings are beHeved to have been 

formed under the foll.?'Nlng c!rcum:.tances: As ·~he lobes of lee moved southwest and 

west up the preglacial Missouri and Yellowstone River valleys, they blocked the rivers 

and lakes formeci upstream :frc~ the iobes. The damming effect qf the lobe was present 

west of Poplar, Montc.na,. in the Mi::;~oU!'~ River Valley and northwest of orockton, 

Montana. The edges of the ice floated in the lakes. The lake levels fluctue.ted and 

the floating ice broke along planes of weakness previously developed by valley wali 
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confinement--somewhat regularly spaced shear crevasses. When the lake levels 
r ' 

,	 " 

were high, the blocks of ice floated but during low stages the blocks pressed down 

on tIle soft saturated besal ablation till which was squeezed up into the crevasses. 

In some areas, patterns were stamped on patterns as the lake level fluctuated several 

J.	 times while the ice front was in that area. Examples of such features are in the center 

of sec. 17, T. 27 N., R. 45 E., Montana: in secs. 29 and 33, T. 27 N., R. 45 E e , 

Montana: and in sec. 36, T. 20 N., R. 41 E., Montana. The width of ice-crack 

moraines depended on how far apart the blocks of ice drifted and accounts for the 

fact that some ice-crack momines are much wider than others and that there had been 

movement and offsetting due to drifting. Where no damming of water was possible 

and thus no movement through floating possible, few or no cross ridges were formed 

as in the Homestead, Smoke Creek, and Coalridge areas, Mont., where only a 

somewhat regular shear pattern developed (fig. 4). 

In the	 COolridge area, Mont .. , the crevasses formed as shear planes in the .. 
lce (fig. 4). No lake existed in this area and thus the front part of the lobe of ice 

did not float and fracture. Relief of press ut"e exerted by the weight of the stagnant 

crevassed ice on the underlying till occurred along the crevasses as they widened 
'" 

by melting; the plastic till was extruded from underneath the ice and forced up into 

the crevasses. After the ice melted, the ridges of till were left. The situation is 

one analogous to the formation of clastic dikes. If the ice-crack moraines do 

represent shear planes in the Coalrldge area, then the direction of ice movement prior 

to stagnation was nearly west. 

Conclusions 
" 

The pattern of ice-crack moraines which characterizes"the surface 
' 

of t.lte 

Tazewell (.?) drift in. Montana is apparently of regional significance. :Such a uniform, 

pattern extending from Wiota to Coalridge, Mont., suggests a steadily warming 
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climate over a long period of time.
 

The long ice-crack moraines indirectly indicate the direction of ice movement.
 

Their long axes are oriented approximately 450 to the direction of ice movement. This -. 
fact can be demonstrated in the Frazer--VVestby areas because the till ridges are 

confined to a valley bottom between dr1ftless highlands a few mUes to the north and 

the outetmost drift border 15 to 30 mUes to the south. The topography of the area 

ha'~ not been radically changed by erosion since the last glaciation ,~n the area, and 
. ';., 

.. t ~j 

1t,g~h be safely assumed that the flow of the ice was controlled by the topography 
. ":'.. 

and the 9reatest flow occurred in the· deepest parts of the vaHey. 

The similar pattern of ice-crack moraines characteristic of the Tazewell (?) 

drift indicates the same conditions affected the ice in the Yellowstone and Missouri 

IUver Valleys during the waning of the Tazewell (?) glaciation. 

The fracture pattern represented by the ice-crack moraines indicates that a 

lobe of ice moved southwest from Westby to Poplar and then westward to Frazee up 

the Missouri River Valley. It also indicates the southwestward movement of the lobe -. 
of ice that pushed up the Yellowstone Valley. 

Ice-crack moraines can be used to correlate the drift north and south of the 

Mis souri River. Their distribution indicates one nearly continuous glacial event a~d 

the minimum extent of one drift sheet. 

Obviously all the answers to these problems have not been found and more 

work needs to be done. This paper is merely a progress report. 
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MARGIN OF THE VALLEY GLACIER IN THE MISSOURI RIVER VALLEY RETREATED NORTH. 
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Occun"enceand radiocarbon date of cOniferous wood in 

Kidder County, North Dakota 11 

D. R. Mo1r 
Department of Botany 

North Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo, North Dakota 

INTRODUCTION 

The value of radiocarbon determinations as an aid in the esta!Jl1shment of 
late glacial chronologies has been demonstrated in numerous studies repmted in recent 

l1tefature. Relatively few such dates are available from North Dakota, so tbat the 

discovery ofa site with buried coniferous wood in Kidder County has been of consider
. . ~ " . : ". . .... 

able interest. _ 

Thlssite w~sexposed in thefaU ~f 1~551:>Y ~ pow~r,,:,shovel operator while 

attempting to open up a possible water source in a pasture on the Wolt farm about 10 

miles south of Tappen, Nortb__Pakota. The exact location is in a draw about 200 feet 

southwest of the.-centet-of section 25, T.138 N., R. 71 W.';- in Kldder County. This. .' ...".. . . '". . .. - .. _., 

draw- carries intennittentsutface drainage to the northeast from the gently rolling hills 

characteristic of this portion of the county. 

At a depth of about 15 to 18 feet below the surface, the power shovel contacted 

a large stump with a diameter of apprOXimately 10 inches, in an upright position. The 

base was embedded so firmly that it interfered with the operation of the power shovel 

and could not be removed. Large pieces of the stump and root material were broken 

away and bIought to the surface with the wet sandy colluvium being removed from the 

excavation. 

Some time after the excavation had been abandoned, it was observed that 

through drying and slumping of the sides of the pUe of material removed from the 

excavation, coniferous cones were being exposed. UntH this time the presence of the 
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stump had not been considered to be of any significance, but the' discovery of the 

co~es in an area far removed from any native stands of coniferous trees attracted the 

.• attention of the land owner, who in turn brought the site to our attention • 

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

Samples of wood and cones were obtained from the site and wood sections 

were prepared for identification using standard sectioning techniques. The wood sec

qons showed remarkably good preservation of cellular detail, and have been ~dent1fied 

as spruce. As there is little structural difference between white and black spruce I 

identification as to species has not been definltely established. However, its 

association with cones definitely identified as white spruce, leaves little doubt that 

the wood is of the same species. The size of the growth rings indicate that environ

mental conditions favored rapid growth. 

..' Samples of the sand and clay material from the level where the stump was 

located were examined for pollen content. These samples were obtained from the 

sandy debris adhering to the wood samples, and by using a soU augur to remove clay 

samples at a depth of approximately eighteen feet below the surface of the undisturbed 

valley floor in the vicinity of the excavation. Unidentified pollen and spores in low 

concentration were observed, but as yet no coniferous pollen has been found. 

The stratigraphic column presented here represents the combined information 

from a drill log obtained by Dr. G. L. Be.!l, and a set of hand augur borings to a 

depth of 18.5 feet by the writer, both close to the excavated site. 

From To 'Nature of Material 

,. 0' I' Turfy material in fine black matrix. 

I' 9' Sand, black to gray, uniform, well-rounded; variable water 
content. 
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Wood fragments, ,unidentified· plant remains suggesting aquatic9' 10' 
vegetation in a matrix of dark gray clay sUt. 

Gray sand as above, with gastropod shells and wood fragments10' IS' 
from 12' - 15'. '. 
Gray sand, fln'ej well sorted, rounded, becoming more compccte,IS' IB' 
and with higher clay content approaching 18'. Wood samples 
obtained from this layer,for radiocarbon determination (W~S42). 

Clay, 11ght gray, top layer very sticky when wet t drying to u'18' 34' 
hard brick-like material·(lowest level of hand-drilling 18'.5). 

34' 40' T111, dark gray ~', 

40', 47' Gravel, pea s'ize with gtay sand lenses. 

47' 54' Gravel with cobbles,· water. ' 

54' 57' 'Clay t111. 

57' 63' fox Hills sandstorie'~; , . ,
,- i 

:. 

Radiocarbon dating of a wood sample from this site submitted to the U. S• 
.." . - ... ". ~: ;:'. ~.~ . . . .. 

Geological Survey Geochronometr1c Laboratory by R. W. Lemke of the U. S. Geological 
. ~ ~ -".- . . . . . ~ ..Survey indicates an age of 11,480 years t 300 years. (Sample W-S42). The signi!i 

~.-,: .-. .~ ~ ..-.!": . ~ , . ~..; '1 '- .~. "" .: ::.~ . \ ... 

cance of this dating is discussed in the following section. 

DISCUSSION OF. RESULTS '. .' J.. ; ~ ,_ ; 

'fhe approximate maximum advance of, the'WiscQI;lSin 'glaciation 1s. marked, in: 

the Dakotas and adjacent Canada by a terminal moraine coreplex,extendingin North 

Dakota from the northwest corner of, the s~a~ein a .generally; southeast, direction and' 

passing ~to South Dakota 'about 150 miles west oLthe eastern' b9undaI'y. of' thestate'-' 

in McIntosh County. This massive glac::'al feature forms a celt of hills varying in widt..lt 
.co. • 

from 10 to 20 mi:es, essent!.ally uninterrupted through its entire length • 
"'. ',-; \ . :.' 

It has long been recognized that this moraine through its entire extent is not 
". 

necessarily equ19/alent to the Altamont moraine at its type locality in eastern South 
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Dakota. Various workers, including Townsend (1), Townsend and Jenke (2), Flint 

(3), Leverett (4), and Chamberlin (5}, have discussed the complexity of its origin, 

and even suggested alternata nomenclature for certain segments. A review of moraini.
• 

systems in North Dakota and their tentative correlations in adjacent states is included 

in the summary paper on the pleistocene geology of North Dakota by Lemke and Colton 

(this guidebook). Their suggested nomenclature is being used for purposes of discus

sion in this paper. The buried wood site lies in the dr1.ft area desi.gncted as Post-

Tazewell - Pre-Two Creeks, limited to the southwest at a distance of about 20 miles 

by the Burnstad moraine. (See Lemke and Colton, Fig. 4, this guidebook). 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review all reports on thismorairie 

complex except to point out its anomalous structure in some, segments as compared 

to the usual concept of a terminal moraine. In numerous places a bedrock high 1s 

present forming the core of the moraine. In the vicinity of the buried wood site the 

veneer of glacial t111is variable, or even absent in some 10ca!tUes which show 

exposures of Fox Hills sandstone. From the limited data available, the pre-glacial 

topography of the area suggests a badlands aspect, with some very deep valleys, at 

pr.esent filled with glacial de!)ris. Suc.cessive advances of the Wisconsin ice have 

greatly modified the pre-glacial topography, but it is not difficult to visualize earlier 

interstadials of more rugged topography than at present providing a great diversity of 

habitats and striking microcl1maticdifferences. This would be es.pecially true during 

the periods immediately following ice recession.~ 

The presence of spruce in this area, not necessarily as continuous' forest cover 

but more probably in scattered groupings ·in the more favorable habitats, suggests a 
. . 

climate cooler and moister than that experienced at the present time. The closest 

naUve stands of spruce in the current distribution pattern are in theBlack Hills about 

200 miles to the southwest; along the edge of the coniferous forest in Minnesota about 
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200 mUes to the east; and in the Spruce Woods area of the Assiniboine River valley, 

agi!in about 200 miles to the north in Man1toba. It is interesting that 1n this latter 

outlier of the northern coniferous forest the trees are not present as a continuous • 

forest cover, but rather in an open woodland of separate stands of spruce. 

Rowe (7) argues that survival of boreal species during glaciation of the 

western plains would be most likely along the borders of the complex of periglacial 

rivers and lakes formed successively as the ice advanced or retreated, rather than 

on the upland sites. As evidence he used 'vY'ickenden's (8) "fossil" spruce (which 

appears to be in alluvium and is near a periglaciaLstream associated with a mora1re) , 

Elson's (9) spruce and larch .wood from early alluvium in Lake Agassiz, and the 

distribution of spruce in river valleys of Alberta and Saskatchewan today. Rowe 

(personal communication) points out an excellent example of white spruce growing 

in an isolated valley cut out of sandstone with "badland" topography near Castor, 

Alberta, demonstrating how spruce can survive where local conditions are satisfactory. • 
" 

This suggests that climatic conditions prevloUs to the advance that terminated in the • 

Burnstad moraine may not have been strikingly different to those occurring at 'present 

in such spruce outlets as mentioned above. A note of c'aution should be added 

however in the use of spruce as climatic indicator species .-In some locaUties, if 

properly rooted, the species is very tolerant of extremes of Wind, heat and cold. A 

good example of this is found in the Spruce Vv~oods forest of southem Manitoba, where 

the forest maintains itself exposed to a truly prairie climate. 

A satisfactory evaluation of the significance of the radiocarbon date of 11,480 

years for the Tappen wood deposit and correlation with the Two Creeks interstadial 

awaits a mae critical study of the deposits overlying the wood. Along with this is· 

the possibility of obtaining other samples of plant remains from the upper strata in 
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sufficient quantity for radiocarbon dating. It 1s recognized that untU the overlying 

material is identified as till, outwash or merely alluvial-colluvial matei"ial, it can 

not be established that the trees were overridden or buried by material from an ice .., 
advance in the immed~ate area, although this is strongIy suggested. A careful 

re-excavation of the site is planned for this spring as soon as weather conditions 

permit. 

This find is of interest because relatively few datings are available from our 

region. A discovery discussed by Flint & Deevey (6) from a sewage dispotlal excava

tion in Lake Agassiz deposits on the banks of the Red River at Moorhead, Minnesota 

revealed a great variety of plant materials, inclu<;ling larch and white spruce. The 

first dating on this wood was 11,283.,t 700 years, but a more recent determination 
- -

1s 9970 years. It is suggested that this material was carried by the Buffalo River 

from beaches and moraines some 20 miles to the east. 

..• .. 
• 

SUMMARY 

Samples of a coniferous tree stump and associated cones uncovered in an 

excavation in a moraine in Kidder County, North Dakota, have been identified as 

white spruce. Radiocarbon dating of a sample of the wood, believed to be.!!l!.!!Y., 

yield an age value of approximately 11,480 years correlating closely with the Two 

Creeks interstadial. This material was eVidently buried by sandy outwash or t111 

that may date the maximum advance of the IAankato ice, and its presence here suggests 

a clim-3te cooler and moister than is observed at present. 
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